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UNI" £D STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Plant Refer to 
ro. Buflle 100 

nfii« 100 
-106670 
-136585 

Mew York, Mew York 
August 25, 1969 

Martin Luther King, 
61 76 

On August 18, 1969, a confidential source, who has \ 
provided reliable Information in the past, advised that Mrs. \ 
Coretta King, widow of murdered civil rights leader. Doctor 
Martin Luther King, Jr., has been invited to participate in 
the dedication of a plaza in New Delhi. The invitation had | 
been extended by the Ford Foundation. 

The plaza is to be dedicated to Mahatma Ohandi, 
the Indian pacifist, and Doctor King. Mrs. King was also 
invited to send an appropriate quotation by Doctor King to 
be read at the ceremony, which is to take place during 
January, 1970. 

m 

The source advised further that there was an 
indication that Mrs. King would send the quotation, along with 
a message that she would consider the invitation to attend 
in person and send a definite answer at a later time. 
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Anguat 18, 1080 

/ M3^- i*un- 
<§» 

ML«TONCOmMHQ' 

b‘7 £)' 

I have received jour communication of August 24th, with 
enclosed clipping, and appreciate your furnishing this to me* 

With respect to your comments concerning Martin Luther 
King, information in the files of the FBI must be maintained as confiden¬ 
tial in accordance with regulations of the Department of Justice. 

Sincerely yours, 
* 

X Wgar Hoover 

NOTE: On 6-23-69 Bureau and was generous in his 
remarks concerning the Director’s administration. At that time he sent 
a postcard which depicted an individual identified as King and others 
attending the Highlander Folk School, MonteagleT Tennessee, during 1967. 
His letter was acknowledged on 6-27-69. His enclosure is the inside cover 
of "Parade” magazine of 7-27-69. 
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Gentlemen, 

San Jose,Ca.93126 
August 24,1969 

by f$) 

I wrote your department a few weeks ago and enclosed a post 
card, that was distributed by a colored lady by the name of Julia Brown, 
She gave a lecture in the Auditorium here and she stated that she had 
been an undercover Agent for the F.B.I. for 9 years,On this card her 
picture was i/f the upper righthand corner,and the lower half showed 
Martin i ai the rK in:t & about 40 others attending a Connie school, now 

heFFTs the point I am leading up to,I hare sent this sane card to the 
4 editor of Parade Magazine asking that they reprint this,but he never 
; budged an inch to print it. Kow I am enclosing a copy of this Pa6e 
* froiL same Magazine section,where he answers a ***** 

and states that King was never a Commie, I have checked other questions 
on this page that may be of interest to your department,Please don t 
feel obligated to reply to this matter.unless you so desire,I remain 

*•?- * - - _ ^ 

I 
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WALTER SCOTS 

PersenafityMt 
NewYort sP'^e rumors? Warn to learn the truth about prominent personalities) Write Walter Scott, Parade 733 3rd Ave. 

ork, N. Y., 1007 7. Your full name will beused unless otherwise Requested. Volume of mail received makes personal replies impossible 

V- # read in the papers that the /ate Judy Garland 

suffered from cirrhosis of the liver and should have 

been dead years ago. Is this twef Also why was Judy 

so unhappyf How much of a fortune did she leavet 
—louise Carlson. St, Paul, Minn. 

A. The singer drank heavily but she did not suffer 
or die from cirrhosis of the liver. Judy was unhappy 
because, try as she might, she could find no lasting 
father-substitute in her life. She cried out for a strong 
man to love and take care of her. Instead she chose 
weak men, not necessarily her husbands, who used 
her. She died in debt. 

ea unless otnerw^se requested. Volume of rr 

would like to know it 
||HgjnlVPHra|H the Premier of South Viet- 

WPa »//;'■ nam—Tran Van Huong— 

fllfyv was one of Ho Chi Minh's 

f|j|gf|^]f V 1JB most trusted generals in 

1RVi*tn*meie war 
against the french.—Davis 

» ^^^B A. Tran Van Huong, 65, 
was a leader in the Communist Vietminh along with 

. Hp Chi Minh until 1946 when he broke away. 

Roosevelt, stabbed in Geneva by his third 

wife—who were his previous wivest How many chil¬ 
dren did they have?—PT. Albany, N. Y. 

A. Roosevelt, stabbed by the former Gladys Irene 
Owens, 52, was formerly married to Betsey Cushing 
and Romelle Schneider by whom he had five chil- 

■sn 
s the Governor of 

Ohio. Jim Rhodes, 

daughter of ex-King Umberto of Italy. Since de Bat- 

fany was once married to Genevieve Poncet and had 

two children by her, how did de Balkanyget the 
Vit/can to annul that pnarriagef—Charles Hildebrand. 

Chicago. III. 
A. There are two frequent grounds for securing a 
Vatican annulment: non-consummation of the mar¬ 
riage or constraint by one partner. Tlv Sacra Rota, the 
Vatican court which deals with such matters, does 
not explain its secret decisions, and did not do so in 
this case. De Balkany, 39, is a Rumanian who came to 
Paris after World War II and became Paris' most 
successful real estate promoter. He was married to 
Genevieve Francois-Poncet, daughter of the French 
Ambassador to Great Britain. They have two children, 
and were divorced three years ago. 

Q. Who said: "Pretty much all the honest truth- 
tet/ing in the world is done by children?"—Amy 

Kalin, Boston. Mass. 
A, Oliver Wendell Holmes, 1809-94, American 

American Vietnam war resisted have 
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|kBINC AND KATHRYN 

'<• <h*» F” C'Oiby marriage foundering? How 

c c gc-js fishrng, ar.d she plays summer stock/ 

—Mildred Korngold, Asbury Park, NJ. 

A. Bing Crosby 65. His wife, Kathryn, is 35. SSe 

j*:M i.j* ambitions as an actress, which is why she is 

playing The Prime of Miss lean Brodie in summer 

stock. Crosby, on the other hand, has known it alt, 

prefers to fish and golf, occasionally work. 

r was the Russian lieutenant who fried to as¬ 

sassinate Leonid Brezhnev in Moscow this past lanu- 

aryf Why have the Russians refused to try him?—fve* 

fyn Hardwick, Richmond, Va. 
A. The lieutenant’s name is llyn. Reportedly he was 

stationed with Soviet army engineers in Leningrad. 

The Soviets refuse to pubbcize 'be case since i re* 

veals the jnrest i-iw prevalent Viiyghout the S< !«t 

Jnion, the 'esylt of the rr Vjrn V Stalin • 

as a governor subject to 

pressure from many 

sources, he certainly bears 

watching. Life magazine 

recently reported on the state of his finances and 

some of his decisions concerning a Mafia figure in 

Is it^Hfe that Bobby Kennedy, Nick Katzenbach, 

xand Ramsey Clark. each of them a U S. Attorney 

Genera/, could not get alorg with /. Edgar Hooverf 

What was learned from w:i .tapping the telephone 

c'< art in Luther King lr ■ Uid he turn out to be » 

Communist agent as rumored?—VI Lewis, Wash¬ 

ington, D.C. 

A. Kennedy, Clark, and Katzenbach found that Hoo¬ 

ver. ostensibly under orders to the Justice Depart¬ 

ment, ran his own show. King’s telephone was tapped 

because at one time he had dealings with a Com¬ 

munist lawyer. He was never, however, a Communist 

or a Communist agent. For the most part, the wire¬ 

taps revealed that V?ng on occasion submitted to 
temptations o *»<■» * -%h 

O "ere)' ' >• Pa/fcany, one of the richest 
•" -re • ' V fo Mari* 

Tucson, Ariz. ..BITOnSon. 

A. Approximately 225 in the last 18 months. 

Q^Samant/ta lust', the English girt who married 

Mdry Oolenz o/MBMees-wasn't it a shotgun 
marriage?—T. Y.r Los Angeles, Calif. 

A. Says Mrs. Micky Dolenz: "There is no need for 

anyone to count the months. Ami is a baby of love 

We were expecting her before we were actually war¬ 
ned. We didn't feel guilty about \ Vve tc 

have a oaby, and it wasn't a shotgun marriage." 

p&Srrda 
THESUNDAY 

NEWSPAPER MAGAZINE 

'ULY 27, V y-i 
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—>/ /August 20, 1969 
J5 '-<3 '-a 

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
DATF 2 j3 M WS&JMhL 

Co~? tf 

JSSZ+m 

In reply to your inquiries concerning Martin Luther 

Kingv Jr., in your letter of August 14th, information in the files of 

the FBI must be maintained as confidential in accordance with regu¬ 

lations of the Department of Justice. I regret I cannot be of help to 

you in this instance. 

Sincerely yours, 

J. Edgar Hoover 

• - * - 4 
* 

H 
-m 

D.Loudi . 
Moh?_ 

Callahan . 

Felt 
Gale _ 

NOTE: We wrote to correspondent on 6-26-68 in reply to his letter 
concerning Karl Prussion and requesting information whether or not 
Martin Luther King was a communist. Bufiles contain no derogatory 
information concerning him. 
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TRUE COPY 

8/14/69 IHHV fei(<o 
warrei^ucnigan 

48093 

F.B.I. Director 
J. Edger Hoover 
Justice Department 
Washington D.C. 

Dear Mr Hoover 

Several weeks ago I heard that the F.B.I. had tapped 
the telephone of Martin Luther King Jr. 

I would appreciate any information that you can send 
me regarding this matter. (Why was his phone tapped? Who ordered 
the phone tapped? Was any usefull information obtained? etc) 

Thank You 

/s/ ki (t) 

3-lZf! 
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UNITED STATES GO VERNMENT 

Memorandum 'MV 7 : / : ■. — 

'i') Mr. Bis] 

/) 

DATE: August 19, 1969 

from M. A. Jones - 

SUBJECT: SENATOR DANIEL K. INOUYE (D - HAWAII) 
INFORMATION CONCERNING DISSEMINATION MADE 

BY BUM&AU OP INFORMATION REGARDING MARTIN 
LUTHER KING --- 

Reference Malmfeldt to Bishop memorandum of 8/15/69 
wherein Mr. DeLoach suggested that he and Inspector Bowers personally 
deliver the enclosed letter dated 8/18/69 to Senator Inouye. J 

Contact with the Senator's secretary on 8/19/69 revealed 
the Senator and both of his top assistants are out of Washington and 
not scheduled to return until 9/3/69. am mrnm«m.r ■ nnur^M 

RECOMMENDATION: nttTCTN UHuLHo^ifILL! 

r-rTf~ BY 
That the enclosed letter be delivered by Bowers to the 

j Senator's secretary and that she be advised at that time that Mr. DeLoach 
would lik? to call on the Senator upon his return to Washington to discuss 

/ any additional questions he may have concerning his inquiry about 
Martin Luther King, 

lie +/M nM 

_ / ^1 
£ 4 (* 

1 - Mr. DeLoach 
1 - Mr. Bishop 
1 - Mr. Sullivan 
1 - Mr. Malmfeldt 
1 - Mr. Jones 

j 
..AX 

DWB:clw 
(8) 

j&kfM 1 _.... jm mhJ^r; 

# kn~-~ , >= AUG 221»$. 

-'--1 

58AUG2'31§5; 
NOT RECORDED!! 
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Your loiter of August 13th has been received. 

You may be assured that any dissemination of 
;. :r;snUon reprdtnj Martin Luther Xing made by this Bureau 

in ;ho rueeutivc Branch of the Government was on 
-cf ihilr proper interest in the subject matter involve3. 

. .. . : • sr of A"-just 3, 1333, I made absolutely no implication 
... er that zzrj of these officials leal:ed!i such information, 

cireurn stances, I do net believe that any purpose would 
—' identifying the individuals to whom the pertinent 

i-h. - rsn:ioa was furnished. 

Sincerely yours. 

LI. 3:::ir=.i (4) 

XCTE: See G. E. Malmfeldt to Mr. Bishop memo dated 8/15/69 captioned 
_ena:or Daniel K. Inouye (D - Hawaii), Information Concerning Dissemination 

:1-Made By Bureau of Information Regarding Martin Luther Kin<r.»» 

/ /, j rA' ■ -' 
/ *r \A r' 
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UNITED STA TES COV^aNMENT 

Memorandum 

a 
l £;: 

Mr. Bishop 

) 

from G. E. Malmfeldt 

d •'* 
SUBJECT: SENATOR DANIEL K. INOUYE (D - HAWAII) 

INFORMATION CONCERNING DISSEMINATION MADE 
BY BUREAU OF INFORMATION REGARDING MARTIN 
LUTHER KING ' 

DATE: 8-15-69 jP J 

'1 r 
Senator Daniel K, Inouve (D - Hawaii with whom we have 

had limited tntcordial correspondence), by letter of 8-13-69, has inquired 
as to our dissemination of information regarding Martin Luther King. 
Recommended that attached letter be directed to Senator Inouye advising 
him that our dissemination was on the basis of the proper interest of those 
to whom FBI disseminated and that no purpose would be served in identifying 
those government officials. 

i 
By letter 8-6-69, Senator Inouye made reference to an article 

in the 7-27-69 issue of Parade magazine regarding the immoral conduct of 
King, and the wiretap on King. Inouye inquired as to whether the FBI had 
released any information obtained from the wiretap. By letter 8-8-69 Inouye 
was advised that the FBI did not "leak” information regarding King and that, 
in keeping with our responsibilities, we disseminated information concerning 
King on a high-level basis within the Executive Branch of the Government. 
In his letter of 8-13-69, Inouye asks for the identities of the officials who 
received confidential information on King and inquires whether our letter 
of 8-8-69 implied that these officials may have been responsible for any leak 
of data on King. On this letter the Director noted ”1 am not implying anything. 
H." 

Vi 

. I 
! 

v 
N 

The FBI has made dissemination of information on King to 
various high levels of the Government including the White House, the Vice 
President, the Attorney General, and intelligence agencies. We should not 
disclose identities of the officials to whom we have disseminated information. 
If we give Senator Inouye any such list, other members of Congress will 
expect similar treatment in other Bureau matters. Jn addition, the furnishing 
cl any list to the Senator might also cause him to inquire of the-officials on 
the list whether or not they leaked any data on King,i arid'causing them to 
be displeased with the FBI for disclosing their identities as recipients of 
sensitive information on King. / ^ -7*1, 
ri-" sure A " _' <' > SC 

1 - -*r* DeLoach y ^ *y/Vo^ A/tw'NOT RECORDED* ^ 
1 -I/Ir. Bishop CdSfrmj^ ^QVER 
1 - Mr, Sullivan 0*>S/ <* 
1 - Mr. Malmfeldt 
L?'rO:mrm (5) 1r~~i 
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\ 



Memorandum to Mr. Bishop 
Re: Senator Daniel K. Inouye (D - Hawaii) 

RECOMMENDATION: 

That the attached letter be sent to Senator Inouye. 



^ — •*’. *;<ouvs 
U:,-' r^-~_n 

"21Cni£eb ,-2>{ct{cs ^Scixafe 
WASHINGTON. D.C. 20510 

August 13, 1969 

V.v. W.jiar Iloovor 

1'. r c J co r 

Federal Bureau of Investigation 

United States Department of Justice 

Washington, D. C. 

/. fc „ 

■/y- 

Mr. D. Loac.. _ 

Mr, .oLr__ 

Mr." Bishop_ 
Mr. Cn«;pf r __ 

Mr. i’;iU.ih.';n 

Mr. Conr.ul _ 

Mr. l-Ylt__ 

Mr. Gale * 

Mr. Roscr. _ 

Mr. Sul! iv 

Mr. Tav. : . 
V/- Tr.v.r _ 

T*,!c-. _ 

V:t>i Kft _ 
Miss Gandy_ 

Dear Mr. Hoover: 

I wish to thank you for your prompt response to my inquiry concerning 

the "leak" of information in the Federal Bureau files Martin 

Luther King. I can well understand and approve of the regulations which 

require that such files be maintained as confidential. 

/ 

I would like to inquire, however, as to what officials "on a high 

basis within the Executive Branch of the Government" received 

confidential information. I wish also to inquire whether in your 

you are implying that such information as may have been leaked 

therefore from one or more of these officials. 

level 

such 

letter 

came 

'Zc ✓WTJ ✓Wv A 
gav:. 

W 
'JIEL K. INOUYE 

United States Senator 

DKIibh 

^ \j [,A-i % 

it <0 
C 

NOT RECORD] 
*91'AUG 25 «69 
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BED- lil ao ' 161^ 
36G-^ 

Lynchburg, Virginia 

Dear] 

August 19, 1969 

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
HATla.-HM BY iMkh■> 

«* '• 

In reply to your letter of August 13th, information 

concerning the alleged communist affiliations of Martin Luther King, 

whether substantiated or not, cannot be released because of a Depart¬ 

ment of Justice order regarding all matters of a confidential nature. 

I regret I am unable to be of help in this instance. 

I u r 

% 

y 



August 13,1969 

Dear Sir 

I have bscone conecmod, our Church 

literature as well as other publications, 

have becone increasingly filled with the 

docrine of Martin Lather^King, Picturing him 

&s a high principled, high noral individual, 

fighting for the rights of the poor people 

of America. 

Is it true Mr. King associated hinself 

with know* Communists? Even visited North 

Viet Nan while the United States was engaged 

in combat with then. 

I would appreciate any information you 

night have available on the activities of Mr. 

King, while living, concerning the Communists 

B -^UG 19 1969 

r.nRRESP9^pENCE _ _ 

i (.• 
(, 

■ i* 
Federal Bureau Of Investigation 

Washington 
D. C. 
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July 29, 1969 

aEQtt J ()0 - / 0 £? £> 7^ " 

AIRMAIL 

,.TkV-d 

b"i(9 

^EX-115 Cm7l 

la reply to the inquiries in your letter of July 20th, 
data in the Hies of the FBI must be maintained as confidential In 
accordance with regulations of the Department of Justice. For 
the same reason, information concerning the alleged communist 
affiliations of Martin Luther King, Jr., whether substantiated or 
not, cannot be released. 

I want to assure you that neither radio station KTRG 
nor any other radio station has access to the files of this Bureau. 

Sincerely yours, 

J. Edgar Hoover 
1 - Honolulu - Enclosure " p 7 

Personal Attention SAC: Furnish the fact^oncerning this tape on 
* '''radio station KTRG under the captlonJHH|^ Research (Correspond 

and Tours)" to reach the Bureau by 8/8/09^^^ 
NOTE: Bufiles contain no information identifiable with correspondent. 
There is no derogatory information in our files concerning radio station 
KTRG. .* * . 

CEErcs (4) 
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r v S Rooolalv, HI 

July *0, £9 

Aloha, 
Re: radio KTRG of Honolulu. 

All this past week voices over radio-KTRG have tolling psopls to 

tun# la today* They would play an hour tapa exposing ths machinations 

o W 
of xartin Luther King as being either an active communist or a dupe of 

the cdBBunists. What is their dociaentation? It is said to be from the 

secret files of the mi 

I have just heard the tape. Regularly ths several voices tell ths 

listener that all this is * documentation from the secret FBI files*. 

I have always been under the impression that the files of the FBI 

are HOT open to the general-public. A voice just new asks: “Why on earth 

doesn't the FBI let the people know all this!* And the moderator is tslling 

ths voice: "Because the FBI thinks it might affset national-security.* 

filesf 

Once again: does radio-KTRG or any radio station have entre to vour / 

1* AUG 18 1969 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 

FROM 

Mr. Bishoj/jV^ date: 8/6/69 
\/ ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 

m. jOnM HEREIM IS UNCLASSIFIED .A^ fj 
* ^ ‘Mi?'f 

RAMSEY CLARK, ^ 

rtf a ---x 

RAMSEY CLARK, ^ I J ' 
TELEVISION APPEARANC E Ojl t r > > 
ON DAVID FROST PROGRAM / 

At 9 p.m., August 5, 1969, former Attorney General Ramsey Clark 
appeared on the David Frost television program on StationWTTG-TV (Washington 

answer session between him and Frost regarding electronic surveillance, Martin 
Luther King, and organized crime. The second portion featured a rebuttal of Clark* 
views on wiretapping by former New York detective Ralph Salerno. 

In answer to a question of "How independent is the FBI?” the former k 
Attorney General replied that he thinks the FBI operates with integrity; that when the 

\ FBI doesn*t agree, it doesn*t follow the rules with great enthusiasm--"but who does'* 

Reffardine^ the nnssihilitv of s 
murder case, Clark said he **would never stop looking for evidence of a conspiracy” 
but ”on the other hand, I saw no evidence of one.f* When questioned about the source 
of James Earl Ray’s money, Clark indicated that "several” robberies were 
committed in England where Ray's fingerprints "were on the sack pushed to the 

| teller. " Clark also said that he never knew an Attorney General to "instigate” a 2 
i wiretap; and that as late as two days before King’s death, the FBI had asked his ? 
j approval for electronic coverage of King. He stated that Robert Kennedy thought \ 
l King "was a great man - as do T. •* 

In a brief discussion of assassinations, Clark said the Warren 
Commission did a thorough job. 

\ to exist"; that La Cosa Nostra was more significant in the 1920fs than in the 1960's; 
■ and that we can eliminate organized crime--unlike street crime--but not by the use 
; of electronic eavesdropping. He labeled microphones and wiretaps as "immoral" 

| use of them is "unfair"; and that (from the standpoint of employee time) they are 
j "one of the most wasteful techniques man has ever devised^,' „ // / / p 
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M. A. Jones to Bishop memo 
RE: RAMSEY CLARK 

Ralph Salerno then arrived on the stage with Charles Grutzner 
(of "The New York Times”) and played a recording of a conversation in which 
;wo New York hoodlums discussed a plot to murder an informant. This 

‘ conversation had been picked up by New York authorities by a concealed 
microphone in 1963. The two hoodlums were identified as Michael J. 
Scandifia (well-known professional mobster who disappeared in December, 
1968) and Peter J. ("Petie Pumps") Ferrara. The murder victim whom they 
discussed was Alfredo "Freddie" Santantonio, who was killed in New York on 
July 11, 1963. Santantonio had, in fact, been an informant, and this was 
used by Salerno as an "opening” to expand upon the need for protection of 

\ informants and their families. 

. After this recording of the murder plot conversation had been 
' played, Salerno said that in "abstract theory" he agreed with Clark, but as a 

practical matter he disagreed with Clarkrs views on the need for electronic 
; surveillances. Clark replied that he has "studied so many of these stories" 
; (recordings of underworld murder plots) that it (the recording which Salerno 
‘ and Grutzner had played) "doesn't affect my judgment." Clark then asked, 
. "Are we to continue this (the fight against organized crime) as a game? Or 
i are we to move in and knock it out?" 

Clark also used the program as a forum for airing his social 
’ worker-oriented views that organized crime ,Tbuilds on powerless people”— 
{ particularly those who live in slums and ghettoes. He lamented that "where 
! there is a climate to make organized crime profitable, there are people who will 
, take the rislv’of engaging in racketeering activities. He continued that "wiretaps 

won’t make a difference"; that we need to professionalize law enforcement; 
that law enforcement has been neglected; and that wiretapping "in such a 

; situation is a pathetic joke." 

Clark also told the audience, "White collar crime costs more than 
j organized crime, but we don't talk about that. " 

Among the matters pointed out by Salerno was the fact that 
Robert Kennedy had favored the use of electronic surveillances--and that 
..icrophone disclosures have revealed there are judges and a Congressman in 

New Jersey who "might help" organized crime. 

EE CO MMENDATION: 

Fox information. 

i 
/ He has criticized FBI twice using 
'statement (last sentence, paragraph 2) * 

r mentioned above. Suggest we challenge 
him if he continues this lie. , - 
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DIRECTOR, FBI 

ONOLULU (94-44) 
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i «KT«n Ti 
^^^^^^^^^M^^Hhdvlsed that on 7/20/69, his radio 
sW^^H^preleWeWWorty minute taped commentary concerning 
MARTIN LUTHER KING. He stated that he assisted in the 
preparation of th6 Script for this tape, which was pre¬ 
pared for release in 1968, However, with the death of 
Kll|^^±h^^tat ion decided not to use the commentary. 

vised that in view of the recent movement to 
national holiday in honor of KING, the station 

decided to present its commentary exposing KING, 
BBBBpgeaph&ticailj stated that at no time either in 
promotional announcements regarding the program or in the 
program itself did he or any member of his staff state or 
imply that^the information contained in the expose resulted 
from acces^^^Jfc^^iles of the FBI or came from files of 
the FBI, ^made available a transcript of the 
program wixWWrtW^hed documentation for Information 

U8ed* & REC12 inn-InLLio ~3{ REC12 JQO - f 0(*(?! 0 
this iranserint, ’The MART III LITRE! 

KING Story," and documentation Is enclosed for the Bureau, 

2 - Bureau (Knc. X> 
I - Honolulu f w”*~ 
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pecial Agent in Charge 



HN 94-44 

It la noted that In Paragraph 5 of Page 2 of 
enclosure it is stated, "FBI reports state that RUST IN 
Joined the Young Communist League in 1936 while at College 
of the City of New York and was active in this organisation 
on the campus and elsewhere. In World War II he was 
arrested several tines for advocating resistance to the war 
and served 26 Months in Federal prisons for draft dodging.” 
According to attached documentation this data was contained 
in the Allen-Scott Report, August 16, 1963, 

Page 7, Paragraph 3, Makes reference to Congres¬ 
sional test loony of KARI^PRUSSION, "a former counter-spy L 
for the FBI". Paragrajm 5, Page 7, quotes the Director as - 
characterizing KING as f*The most notorious liar in the 
United States.* 

On Page 12 of the transcript a statement is nade 
by the announcer that it is left to the listening audience 
to decide, * "A national holiday as a monument (to MARTIN 
LUTHER KING); or a demanded disclosure of FBI information 
presently deemed \oo sensitive for our national security?1 ", 
DICKINSON stated that the latter reference regarding in¬ 
formation too sensitive to national security was taken from 
a recent statement nade fay a Federal Judge in Houston, 
Texas, during the CASSIUS CIAY Selective Service trial, 
when contacts between CLAY and KING were injected into the 
trial proceedings. 

The foregoing are the only references to FBI in 
the transcript of the tape. No mention is nade that this 

from the secret FBI files" as alleged by 
did state that it was announced at the 

ram that transcript of the tape and docu¬ 
mentation of information was available to the listening 
public for twenty-five cents, and the documentation itself 
makes no reference to FBI files. 

Based on the denial of ^HUHHpthat anY state¬ 
ment was nade indicating access toTB^^Hes and on the review* 
of the transcript it would appear that £H^aisunderstood what 
was broadcast and, therefore, no further action is being taken 
by the Honolulu Office concerning this matter, UACB. 

- 2* - 
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TO: DIRECTOR, FBI 

FROM: SAC, HONOLULU (04-44) 

SUBJECT: flHJflP 
RESEARCH (CGBBSSPOmDBNCX AND TOURS) 
BtJDBD; 8/8/69 

dated 7/29/69. 

1(3] 

7/20/69, BIB 1 
brty Minute taped commentary concerning 

■ARTIN LUTHER KINO. He stated that he assisted In the 
preparation of the script for this tape, which was pre¬ 
pared for Release In 1968. However, with the death of Ptatlon decided not to use the consentary. I— 

dvlsed that In view of the recent novesent to ^ 
a national holiday In honor of KINO, the station 

maMmmnl decided to present Its consentary exposing KINO. 
^^^HHB»aphatlcally stated that at no tine dither la 
pfBWtional announcements regarding the prograa or In the 
progran Itself did he or any sesber of his staff state or 
Imply that the Inforsatloo contained In the expose resulted 
fron acce^^^^tt^^lles of the FBI or cane froa files of 
the fBI. ■H^HWaade available a transcript of the 
prograa wltn an attached documentation for lnforoatlon 
used. 

A copy of this transcript, "The MARTIN LUTHER 
KINO Story," and documentation Is enclosed for the Bureau. 

2 - Bureau (Enc. 2) 
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EX 94-44 

It is noted that In Paragraph 5 of Page 2 of 
enclosure It Is stated* "FBI reports state that RUST IN 
joined the Young Communist League In 1936 while at College 
of the City of Mew York and was active In this organisation 
on the campus and elsewhere. In Torld V*r XI he was 
arrested several tines for advocating resistance to the war 
and served 26 Months In Federal prisons for draft dodging.9* 
According to attached documentation this data was contained 
in the Allen-Scott Report* August 16* 1963. 
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Page 7, Paragraph 3* sakes reference to Congres¬ 
sional testimony of KARL PRUSSION. **a former counter hi py 
for the FBI**. Paragraph 5* Page 7, quotes the Director as 
characterising KING as fThe most notorious liar In the 
United States.*!* 

On Page 12 of the transcript a statement is M4i 
by the announcer that it Is left to the listening audience 
to decide* **A national holiday as a monument (to MARTIN 
LUTHER KING); or a demanded disclosure of FBI information 
presently deemed too sensitive for our national security?* H. 
DICKINSON stated that the latter reference regarding in¬ 
formation too sensitive to national security was taken from 
a recent statement made by a Federal Judge in Houston* 
Texas, during the CASSIUS CLAY Selective Service trial* 
when contacts between CLAY and KING were Injected Into the 
trial proceedings. - 

The foregoing are the only references to FBI in 
the transcript of the tape. No mention Is made that this 

the secret FBI files** as alleged by 
ate that It was announced at the 

; transcript of the tape and docu¬ 
mentation of information was available to the listening 
public for twenty-five cents* and the documentation Itself 
mkes no reference to FBI files. 

Based on the denial of that any state¬ 
ment was made indicating access to and on the review* 
of the transcript it would appear that ^^Vmlsunderstood what 
was broadcast and* therefore* no furtbe^Wlion Is being taken 
by the Honolulu Office concerning this matter* UACB. 
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- THE MARTIN LUTHER KING STORY 
ALL INFOFJ.'Al ION COHTAIi 

■HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
DATE3->3-*T ..BYs/y*; 

(In this Summer of 1363, our nation is proposing to establish, as a ^ 
memorial, a national holiday to the Reverend Doctor Martin Luther King. 
This, then, is the Story of Doctor King....) 

Few men have had so many words spoken and written about them as the 

late Martin Luther KING' Jr. The Reverend KING was the center of a storm 
of controversy and violence after achieving prominence in 1955, when he 
led a successful boycott against the bus system in Montgomery, Alabama. 
Because of his success in this campaign against racial injustice and in¬ 
equality, KING gained the respect and admiration of many Americans. 

Over-looked by some, and unknown to most, were the character and 
backgrounds of the men and women whosen by KING to assist him in his 
assault upon such formidable obstacles as segregation and racial preju¬ 
dice. Had he enlisted the support of worthier people as his immediate 
aides, KING could have been a potent force in strengthening America and 
uplifting his people. Such^was not the case, however, and from the pin¬ 
nacle of success in 1955, KING sank to an all-time low in April of 196/ 

when he called the United States "THE GREATEST PURVEYOR OF VIOLENCE IN 
THE WORLD TODAY"- 

Who was this man who had been commended as a man of peace and 
damned as an apostle of violence? To those liberals who have not intel¬ 
ligently discerned what KING been saying and doing during his thir¬ 
teen years of prominence, this may come as a shock and a tragedy. To 
those who followed his activities closely and were aware of his question¬ 
able activity, it comes as no surprise at all. In 1967 the real KING 
surfaced, and yet, where is the criticism he deserved and should have 
gotten? 

On January 15, 1929, Michael Luther KING' Jr., was born in a com¬ 
fortable 13-room house in Atlanta, Geogia, the son and grandson of two 
of the great preachers of the South. When he was six, his father changed 
both their names to that of the leader of the Protestant Reformation. He 
attended Morehouse College in Atlanta, thinking of becoming a doctor or 
a lawyer, and it was here that he read Thoreau's Essay on Civil Disobe¬ 
dience. From Morehouse, KING went to Crozer Theological Seminary in 
Chester, Pennsulvania, where a lecture on Mohandas Gandhi caused him to 
read every book and article he could find by Indiafs great leader of 

non-violent protest. KING had found his calling. 

In 1955, KING became pastor of the Dexter Avenue Baptist Church in 
Montgomery, Alabama. On December 1st of that year, a Montgomery bus 
driver ordered Negroes to stand so Whites could sit. One women, Mrs. 
Rosa PARKS' refused and was arrested. Within hours, Negroes launched a 
boycott against the bus system, which proved 99% effective, ana which 
was to last for 382 tense days. KING’S gift of articulateness, his ap¬ 
parent lack of personal ambition, and his willingness to stand up to 

100 -1/ > 3C.V3 
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tough city officials made him the natural leader of the boycott. When 
it was over, the Negroes of Montgomery had won a great victory, and 
Martin Luther KING had become world-famous. 

But who assisted KING in toppling segregation on Montgomery buses? 
Surely, no one man, no matter how articulate or how brave, could succeed 
in such an undertaking alone. And who is Rosa PARKS? 

Dr. KING led the boycott at the head of the Montgomery Improvement 
Association, which had been formed by the Reverend Fred SHUTTLESWORTH * 

former convict and president of the Southern Conference Educational 
Fund, Inc. [1] The SCEF had been formed from the Southern Conference 
for Human Welfare. Identified communist James A. DOMBROWSKI was ad¬ 

ministrator of the SCKW. Paul CROUCH# one of its founders, and an ad¬ 
mitted communist from 1925 to 1942, testified that the SCHW "WAS INTEND* 
ED TO LEAD TO CLASS HATRED AND RACE HATRED/ DIVIDING CLASS AGAINST CLASS 
AND RACE AGAINST RACE • [2] The Senate Internal Security Subcommittee 
exposed this organization, statingthat it "was CONCEIVED, FINANCED, AND 
SET UP BY THE COMMUNIST PARTY IN I9ii5 TO PROMOTE COMMUNISM IN THE 
SOUTHERN STATES”- Once exposed, the Party replaced this organization 
with the Southern Conference Educational Fund. [3] 

This new communist front continued to use the same address as the 
SCHW, the same publication, the same telephone number, and almost iden¬ 
tical officers. DOMBROWSKI continued to serve as administrator, identi¬ 
fied communist Aubrey WIL.iAMS remianed on the board, and identified 
communists Carl and Anne BRADEN were made Field Secretaries. After con¬ 
ducting an investigation, the Senate Internal Security Subcommittee 
described the SCEF as a communist transmission belt for the South. [4] 

It is very interesting that the president of the SCEF was, at one 
time, Fred SHUlTLESWORTH• founder of the Montgomery Improvement Associ¬ 
ation and vice-president of Martin Luther KING'S Southern Christian 
leadership Conference. [5] 

Also in the Montgomery Improvement Association was Bayard RUSTIN- 
FBI reports state that RUSTIN joined the Young Communist League in 1936 
while at the College of the City of New York and was active in this or¬ 
ganization on the campus and elsewhere. In WWI1 he was arrested several 
times for advocating resistance to the war and served 26 months in Fed¬ 
eral prisons for draft dodging. [6] 

RUSTIN has worked closely with the War Resisters League, the World 
Peace Brigade, Liberation magazine, the Medical Aid to Cuba Committee, 
the Committee for Non-Violent Action, the Greenwich Village Peace Center, 
and similar organizations, often as an office-holder. [7] He has also 
been active in the American Forum for Socialist Education, a communist- 
dominated organization. [8] 

In 1953, in Pasadena, California, RUSTIN was arrested on a charge 
of sex perversion and went to jail after pleading ’‘guilty." [S] 



There are those who might argue that RUSHN bad mended his ways by 
1955 when Martin Luther KING hired him as his secretary and adviser. 
Let's follow RUSTIN's activities since 1955. 

In 1955, RUSTIN was relatively unknown. In 1957, the Communist 
Party invited him to its 16th national convention. [10] He is known to 
have been socially entertained at the Soviet embassy, and, in 1958, went 
to Russia under the sponsorship of the Non-violent Action Committee 
Against Nuclear Weapons. [11] 

The January, 1963, issue of Fellowship reveals RUSTIN to be a 
"friend" of Kwame NKRUrjAH* former communist dictator of Ghana. The 
same issue credits RUST IN with having worked to establish a center for 
non-violence at Dar es Salaam, Tanganyika. Communist terrorist troops, 
trained at this center, conducted raids against Mozambique and Rhodesia. 

In September, 1963, at Richmond, Virginia, RUST I Fi said that "MORE 

BLOODY SUFFERING SHOULD BE ENCOURAGED SO THAT SQUEAMISH NORTHERN NEGROES 
WOULD BE HORRIFIED INTO LINE • U2] It is possible that some would be 
horrified. However, it is certain that this was part of the strategy of 
the communists for propagating racial warfare in the United States. 

On August 28, 1963, RUSTIN a march on Washington. 

On August 29, 1963, he urged that the only hope for Negroes was 

to "go LEFT"- [13] 

On February 3, 1964, RUSTIN was a leader of the New York City 
school boycott. 

On February 4, 1964, he was photographed leaving a cocktail party 
at the Soviet mission to the United Nationsv [14] 

This, then, was the leadership of the Montgomery Improvement Asso¬ 
ciation, Martin Luther KING and two ex-convicts, who were also communist 
frenters. 

And what of Mrs. Rosa PARKS^ the woman who set off the bus boycott? 
Shortly before the incident on the bus, Mrs. PARKS bad attended the 
Highlander Folk School at Monteagle, Tennessee. [15] To fully under¬ 
stand the nature and purpose of this school, we must go back to the 
early 1930's, a time when the Communist Party had great dreams and ex¬ 
pectations for using the Negro in the Party's plan for overthrowing the 
United States government. 

It was in the 1930's that the Party organized the People's Insti¬ 
tute of Applied Religion. As part of its program, this institute set 
up the Commonwealth College at Mena, Arkansas. It was organized about 

1932 by James A. DOnBROWSKI and iellow-traveler Myles HORTON* It was 
cited by the U.S. Attorney General as a communist front [16] and fined 
$2,500 for violating the Sedition statute of the state of Arkansas. [17] 
The faculty moved to Monteagle, Tennessee, and organized the Highlander 



Folk School. In addition to DOHBROV/SKI and HORTONr those assisting in 
the school's operation included Don WEST/ district director of the 
Communist Party in North Carolina [18], and identified communist Aubrey 

WILLIAMS. [i9] 

In 1945, the U.S. Senate rejected the appointment of Aubrey WILLIAMS 
as administrator of the Rural Electrification Administration (REA) after 
his affiliations with the communist apparatus had been placed in the 
record. [20] 

Aubrey WILLIAMS was president of the Southern Conference Education 
Fund until 1963, at which time he became national chairman of the Com¬ 
mittee to Abolish the House Committee on Un-American Activities. [21] 
This committee has been cited as a communist front. 

Can there be any doubt as to what was taught at the Commonwealth 
College where the hammer and sickle flag was displayed? Or at the 
Highlander Folk School, at which Rosa PARKS was trained? Does anyone 
believe these schools were teaching American ideas and principles? 

In March, 1957, the Southern Christian Leadership Conference was 
set up in Atlanta. Martin Luther KING was installed as president, Fred 

SHUTTLESKORTH as Vice-president, and the Reverend Andrew YOUNG as pro¬ 
gram director. 

The Atlanta Constitution of July 24, 1963, had this to say about 

YOUNG: "The Reverend YOUNG has been headquartered rent-free in Savannah 
IN THE o: FICES OF THE INTERNATIONAL UNION OFMlNE, MlLL, AND SMELTER 
Workers. The Subversive Activities Control Board, an agency of the 
Federal government, has found the union to be communist-infiltrated. 

Is this just another coincidence? 

In September, 1957, KING was photographed at the Highlander Folk 
School. Also in attendance and photographed were Rosa PARKS/ Aubrey 

WILLIAMS/ Myles HORTON/ and Abner W. BERRY of the Central Committee of 
the Communist Party. [22] 

Now, it would seem that the Reverend KING would have gotten an ink¬ 
ling of the character of his associates at this school and the nature 
and purpose of the school itself. Nevertheless, on a form letter from 

school director HORTON/ dated May 15, 1963, the Reverend Dr. KING is 
listed as a Sponsor of Highlander. [21] It is impossible to believe 
that someone as intelligent as KING could be so naive as to unknowingly 
continue to associate with the representatives of a conspiracy, the sole 
aim and purpose of which is the overthrow of the government of the 
United States. 

In December, 1959, KING called upon Southern Negroes to practice 

“CIVIL DISOBEDIENCE” and to break openly any state or local law "not 
in harmony with Federal law"- P2j 



In 1960, Bayard RUSTIN was replaced by Hunter Pitts Q'DELL as 
KIHG's secretary and adviser. Let's delve a little into Q’DELL,s back" 
ground. In 1956, he refused to testify before the Senate Internal Secu¬ 
rity Subcommitte, taking the 5th amendment when questioned about his 
communist activities. He repeated this performance in 1958. [23] In 
1962 the House Committee on Un-American Activities published a report 
entitled Structure and Organization of the Communist Party in the United 
States. On page 576, there is a list of those elected to the National 
Committee of the Communist Party, USA, as known to the House Committee in 
November 1961. Among the names is that of Hunter Pitts O'DELL* 

The facts are that 0^DELL was district organizer for the Communist 
Party in New Orleans, Louisiana, in 1956, [23] was a member of the Com¬ 
munist Party when Martin Luther KING hired him, and was elected to the 
National Committee of the Communist Party while on KING*3 payroll. 

On October 26, 1962, the St. Louis Globe Democrat printed an article 
stating that KING had a communist on his payroll, so KING claimed to have 
fired Q'DELL at that time. [13] However, O'DELL then went to work as 
administrator in the New York office of the Southern Christian Leadership 
Conference, which you will recall is an organization of which Martin 
Luther KING was president. [24] Pressure from the press again allegedly 
caused KliJG to fire O’DELL' this time on June 26 , 1963 . [24] In July, 
1963, a UPI reporter phoned the New York offices of SCLC and was told 

that O’DELL vas still administrator. [24] 

In 1960, ther was the restaurant sit-in in Atlanta, led by KING- 

In 1961, demonstrations in Albany, Georgia, led to his arrest. When 
arrested, he declared dramatically that he would stay behind bars until 
the city desegregated public facilities. Two days later he was out on 
bail. [25] 

In St. Augustine, Florida, after getting Negroes fired up for mas¬ 
sive demonstrations, KING went to jail amid great fanfare. But, two days 
later he was bailed out again, so he could receive an honorary degree at 
Yale, University. [25] In the meantime, the aged mother of Massachusetts’ 
Governor PEABODY remained in the St. Augustine jail because of her refusal 
to obey a court order forbidding demonstrations after dark. V7hite seg¬ 

regationists Hoss MENUCl* J-B- STONER' and Connie LYNCH were in St. 
Augustine whipping up nobs of whites into a murderous fury. KING was 
safely at Yale. 

KING’S American Committee for Africa sponsored and financed the 
American tour of communist terrorist Holden ROBERTO' leader of the war of 
national liberation in Angola, which began on March 15, 1961, and which 
still continues. A thousand Whited were murdered and dismembered and also 
about 8,000 Africans. [34] 

In October, 1962, KING met with communist Ahmed BEN BELLA Algeria 
in a hotel in Harlem. [26] From the United States, BEN BELLA traveled 
to Cuba for conferences with Fidel CASTRO- 



In 1963, there were the explosive protests in Birmingham. [25] A 
bomb in a church, resulting in the deaths of four Negro girls, was attri¬ 
buted to white segregationists and the Ku Klux Klan. Possible. Equally 
possible is that it could have been the handiwork of agents provocateur. 

Remember Carl BRADEN? He was indicted, tried, and convicted of conspir¬ 
ing with Negroes to bomb another Negro's house and place the blame on 
white segregationists. [40] 

On October 5, 1963, state ana local police raided the offices of 
the Southern Converence Educational Fund in New Orleans. Quantities of 
communist literature were seized. Also seized were a check from James A. 

DQi'iBROWSKI made out to, and endorsed by, Martin Luther KING' letters from 

KING to DOMBROWSKI and the BRADENS' and a photograph of KING' D0M3R0V/SKIF 
and the BRADENS* The photograph had been taken at an annual meeting of 
KING’S Southern Christian Leadership Conference. [27] 

KING was directly responsible for a Supreme Court ruling in 1964 in 
the case of New York Times vs SULLIVAN* The case revolved around a full- 
page ad placed in the Times by KING and other civil rights leaders. Many 
statements in the ad—charging that Negroes in Montgomery were being a- 
bused—proved false. SULLIVAN# a Montgomery city official, was subse¬ 
quently awarded a $500,000 libel judgment. The Supreme Court reversed 

the judgment, ruling that criticism of official conduct cannot be termed 
libelous without showing actual malice, which is knowledge that the state¬ 
ment was false or reckless disregard for whether or not it was false. [28] 

In 1964, there was the march from Selma to Montgomery. Who were the 
participants? An entry by Representative William DICKINSON i-n the Con¬ 
gressional Record for March 30, 1965, will enlighten us. 

Mr. DICKINSON says there were four distinct groups participating in 
the march. "One GROUP WAS THE ALABAMA NEGRO WHO PARTICIPATED TO HELP 
SECURE RIGHTS AND PRIVILEGES WHICH HE FELT HAD BEEN WITHDRAWN FROM HIM 
ILLEGALLY • A second group were the do-gooders from out-of-state, mo¬ 
tivated by compassion for their fellow human beings. He describes the 
third group as "HUMNA FLOTSAM! ADVENTURERS, BEATNIKS, PROSTITUTES, AND 
SIMILAR RAB3LE"- 

And what of the fourth group; the ones who welded the others to¬ 
gether and gave them cohesiveness? Who were they? In the words of 

Congressman DICKINSON: "THE COMMUNIST PARTY"- 

Look at the speakers on the platform in front of the State Capitol 
in Montgomery or participating prominently in the march or demonstrations; 

Carl BRADEN# a well-known communist who was once convicted for con¬ 
spiring to bomb a Negro's house. 

Abner BERRY# one of the directors of the Communist Party, was in 
and out of the Selma-Montgomery area. 

James PECK# who has a Federal criminal record, and who once tried to 
prevent the launching of our first nuclear submarine. 
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Bayard RUSTIN^ who by his own admission in the Saturday Evening Post 
was a Communist Party organizer for 12 years. 

Martin Luther KING# himself, who has amassed the staggering total of 
over 60 communist-front affiliations since 1955. [41] 

On page 6114 of the Congressional Record for March 30, 1965, there 
is inserted an affidavit, sworn to under oath, by Karl PRUSSION # a former 
counter-spy for the FBI. In the words of Mr. PRUSSION' "I HEREBY ALSO 
STATE THAT MARTIN LUTHER KING HAS EITHER BEEN A MEMBER OF, OR WITTINGLY 
HAS ACCEPTED SUPPORT FROM, OVER 60 COMMUNIST FRONTS, INDIVIDUALS, AND/OR 
ORGANIZATIONS, WHICH GIVE AID TO OR ESPOUSE COMMUNIST CAUSES • 

In the New York World-Telegram for July 23, 1964, there is an article 
on page 2 in which KING says he is sick and tired of people saying the civil 
rights movement has been infiltrated by communists and communist sympathiz¬ 
ers. He said there were as many communists in the freedom movement as 
there are Eskimos in Florida. 

In November, 1964, J. Edgar HOOVER# Director of the Federal Bureau 

of Investigation, said KING was "THE MOST NOTORIOUS LIAR IN THE UNITED 
States." [29] 

KING gave both critics and admirers cause for serious concern in 
1965 when he began to talk about foreign policy. In September of that 
year, he called upon Arthur GOLDBERG# chief U.S. delegate to the United 
Nations, and urged the United States to press for a seat in the UN for 
Communist China. He also asked for a halt in American air strikes on 
North Vietnam and recommended negotiations with the Vietcong. [25] Has 
anyone ever heard of the Reverend KING calling on North Vietnam to halt 
its murder and terrorism in the South? 

In 1965, an organization known as the Citizens Crusade Against Pover¬ 

ty was founded. Respected Negro writer George S. SCHUYLER bad this to say 

about_that organization: "It’S OFFICERS INCLUDE THE SOVIET-TRAINED WALTER 
REUTHER, Martin Luther KING. Black Power promoter James 
socialist Michael HARRINGTON, ADL's Dore SCHARY, the Vi ML. 

«L-radical 
etnik Dr. Benjamin 

. _ and a team of other such revolutionaries crimson enough to DYE THE 
'acific Ocean a brilliant red. Po] 

Gus HALL# Secretary of the Communist Party, USA, had this comment: 

"We are at a new stage in the struggle# because this is the crossroads 
WHERE THE CIVIL RIGHTS STRUGGLE MEETS THE CLASS STRUGGLE • £31] 

In an interview on Meet The Press on March 28, 1965, KING said, "I 
DO THINK THAT THERE ARE TWO TYPES OF LAWS, ONE IS A JUST LAW# AND ONE IS 
AN UNJUST LAW. I THINK WE ALL HAVE MORAL OBLIGATIONS TO DISOBEY UNJUST 
LAWS"* 132] And who is to decide which laws are just and which are un¬ 
just? 

The riots in Chicago, which began on July 12, 1966, broke out just 
two day after KING held a mass civil rights rally in Chicago's Soldiers 
Field. The Chicago Tribune reported that prior to the riots KING bad 
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shown films detailing the violence of Watts, Asked by the Tribune about 
this, KING replied that the films showing the Watts riot were to demon¬ 
strate the negative effects of riots. (Negative effects such as rioters 
carrying off color TV sets?) During the Chicago rioting, KING reportedly 
sped from one trouble spot to another, but reporters noted that he seldom 
got out of the car. [32] 

The Allen-Scott Report of July 1966 states that KING and company were 

contacting and enlisting Chicago street gangs and "BRINGING THEM INTO THE 
CIVIL RIGHT MOVEMENT TO FIGHT THE 'POWER STRUCTURE '• 

In a statement delivered April 4, 1967, KING called on Negroes and 
Whites to register their opposition to the Vietnam War by becoming con¬ 
scientious objectors to military service. [28] 

On April 4, 1967, the Reverend Martin Luther KING rose to the speak¬ 
er's platform in New York City's Riverside Church and delivered what was 

later described by a presidential aide as a "a SPEECH ON VIETNAM THAT GOES 
RIGHT DOWN THE COMMIE LINE”* In this speech, KING lashed out at the 
United States, calling our nation "THE GREATEST PURVEYOR OF VIOLENCE IN 
THE WORLD TODAY'• He charged the nation with "CRUEL MANIPULATION OF THE 
POOR", and as if written by the Daily Worker, said that U.S. troops "MAY 
HAVE KILLED A MILLION SOUTH VIETNAMESE ClVILIANS~MOSTLY CHILDREN"* To 
this he added "WE TEST OUR LATEST WEAPONS ON THEM, JUST AS THE GERMANS 
TESTED OUT NEW MEDICINES AND NEW TORTURES IN THE CONCENTRATION CAMPS OF 
Europe." [32] 

On April 13, 1967, Michael LASKIr Chairman of the Communist Party, 
USA, (Marxist-Leninist), told a press conference in New York: "KING 
KNOWS WHAT'S GOING ON. He IS ALLOWING HIMSELF TO BE UTILIZED BY THE COM¬ 
MUNIST Party,...KING willingly enters into an alliance with the Communist 
Party....Mr, KING receives financial support from organizations and in¬ 
dividuals THAT ARE TIED TO THE COMMUNIST PARTY. He KNOWS WHAT IS HAPPEN¬ 
ING, AND SO DOES JAMES BEVEL." 133] 

James BEVEL just happened to be KING *s top aide in the Southern Christ¬ 
ian Leadership Conference. In July, 1967, BEVEL met with North Vietnamese 
and Vietcong officials in Stockholm, Sweden. [35] 

BEVEL’S wife, Diane, visited Hanoi in December 1966 and conferred 
with women in Ho Chi Minh's government. [35] 

One of the strongest statements from a fellow-clergyman came in April, 

1967, from the Reverend Henry MITCHELL* As reported by the Chicago Tri¬ 
bune: The leader of a group of West Side Negro ministers declared that 

the Reverend Martin Luther KING should "GET THE HELL OUT OF HERE"* His 
civil rights marching last summer "BROUGHT HATE"* 

The Chicago Tribune of June 30, 1967, reported: The Chicago chapter 

of the NAACP, lonq critical of the civil rights tactics of KING* form¬ 
ally split with KING’S group. 
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From August 29, to September 4, 1967, the National Conference for 

New Politics held a convention in Chicago. Every subversive organization 

was represented. A partial list of organizations which participated in¬ 

clude: 

Clergy and Laymen Concerned About Vietnam 

Draft Resistance Union 

Southern Christian Leadership Conference 

Student Non-Violent Coordinating Committee 

W.E.B.Du Bois Clubs 

Revolutionary Action Movement 

Socialist Workers Party 

Progressive Labor Party 

Communist Party USA 

The keynote speaker was Martin Luther KING- Part of his speech 

follows: "These are revolutionary times, All over the globe men are 
REVOLTING AGAINST OLD SYSTEMS OF EXPLOITATION AND OPPRESSION, OUT OF 
THE WOMBS OF A FRAIL WORLD/ NEW SYSTEMS OF JUSTICE AND EQUALITY ARE 
BEING BORN. VJE IN THE WEST MUST SUPPORT THESE REVOLUTIONS ... .A MORBID 
FEAR OF COMMUNISM HAS HADE AMERICANS THE ARCH ANTI-REVOLUTIONARIES. 
This has driven amny to feel that only Marxism has the revolutionary 
spirit. Communism is a judgment of our failure, 

We have deluded ourselves into believing the myth that capitalism 
GREW AND PROSPERED OUT OF THE PROTESTANT ETHIC OF HARD WORK AND SACRI¬ 
FICES. The fact is that capitalism was built on the exploitation of 
black slaves and continues to thrive on the exploitation of the poor — 
BOTH BLACK AND WHITE. 

The way to end poverty is to end the exploitation of the poor and 
ensure them a fair share of the government s services and the nation s 
NATURAL RESOURCES. WE MUST RECOGNIZE THAT THE PROBLEMS OF NEITHER RACIAL 
NOR ECONOMIC INJUSTICE CAN BE SOLVED WITHOUT A RADICAL REDISTRIBUTION OF 
POLITICAL AND ECONOMIC POWER," [36] 

Lenin, himself, couldn't improve on that speech. 

On September 21, 1967, KING was made an honorary lifetime member 

of ILWU Local 10 in San Fransicso. [37] The ILWU, of course, is the 

labor union which was expelled from the CIO when it was found that the 

ILWU was communist-dominated. The leader of the ILWU, Harry BRIDGES* is 
an identified communist, and was ordered deported from the United States 

because of his communist activities. The deportation order was over¬ 

ruled by the Supreme Court at the urging of Mrs. Franklin Delano ROOSE" 
VELT. 13 8] 

In November, 1967, KING was guest speaker at the National Labor 

Leadership Assembly for Peace in Chicago. In his speech, KING denounced 

the JOHNSON administration. [39] 

If communist press reports have been accurate, the "left wing" of 

labor dominated the convention. The Worker of November 19, 1967, says 

\ 
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"this was the most significant anti-war gathering of labor leaders ever 
HELD IN THIS COUNTRY. The CONFERENCE RADIATED AWARENESS THAT HERE WAS 
THE FORCE CAPABLE OF MOBILIZING THE DECISIVE FACTOR OF THE PEOPLE- THE 
WORKING CLASS, AGAINST THE VIETNAM WAR • Communist Harry BRIDGES got a 
standing ovation when he addressed the closing session. 

If you will recall, the communists in the United States were a- 

gainst our willingness to enter WWll when STALIN and HITLER were allied 

and carving up Eastern Europe. U.S. communists, none more vociferous 

than Harry BRIDGES/ waved signs and placards saying "The YANKS AREN'T 
COMING • When HITLER turned against STALIN/ the communists in the U.S. 
overnight became the most patriotic of Americans. Working hours were 

extended in order to get supplies and war materials to Russia as speedily 

as possible. If North Vietnam were to suddenly renounce communism, how 

many of the so-called Peace Leaders in this country would continue to 

clamor for peace? 

On March 5, 1968, the Honolulu Star Bulletin carried an article in 

which KING stated that "FLAME THROWERS IN VIETNAM ARE FANNING THE FLAMES 
IN THE CITIES OF THE UNITED STATES. 

KING/ when planning a demonstration in Washington in April 1968, 

threatened to turn the nation's Capital into a shanty town unless his 

demands were met. KING'S plans for disrupting Washington and several 

other major cities were far more explosive than the details revealed in 

his public statements. In addition to recruiting thousands of the poor 

for his drive in Washington, he was organizing and training black mili¬ 

tants involved in 1967's riots for major roles in his massive campaign of 

civil disobedience. 

KING reavealed this and other details in a series of private confer¬ 

ences with Stokely CARMICHAEL/ the pro/CASTR0~Pr°/vletcon9 revolutionary, 
and other black militants. According to a government security agency's 

report, KING and CARMICHAEL exchanged pledges of mutual support and co¬ 

operation in carrying out each other's plans. CARMICHAEL won KING'S back¬ 

ing to "ORGANIZE Washington" through his black United Front. In exchange, 

CARMICHAEL gave his support for KING'S massive program of "CIVIL DISOBEDI¬ 
ENCE" • CARMICHAEL also agreed to encourage his Black Powers supporters 

to work with KING to set up a nationwide coalition of poor, peace, student, 

and Black Power groups. 

At one point in their meeting, CARMICHAEL said that the time had come 

to begin disrupting American cities to "jO HELP OUR VlETCONG COMRADES-IN* 
ARMS"- KING / while stressing that he was vigorously opposed to U.S. in¬ 

volvement in Vietnam, argued that if such an objective were announced for 

his campaign, it would backfire. KING seems to have taken no offense to 

CARMICHAEL'S reference to "oUR VlETCONG COMRADES"IN-ARMS"• 

To show CARMICHAEL his strategy, KING gave him a copy of his plans, 

including one to set up black militant organizations in five major cities. 

Prepared by the staff of the Southern Christian Leadership Conference, the 

plan stated: 
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(a) Selection of five cities in which their staff would train 
100 neighbor hood leaders. The suggested cities were Chicago, Cleveland, 
St. Louis, Houston, and Atlanta. 

(b) Contacts would be made with the residents of the poor com¬ 
munity. Young men who were actively involved in 1967's riots would be 
sought out and trained as leaders. These leaders would be brought to a 
residential training center near the urban areas, but well outside city 
limits, to receive the basic training. 

KING also told CARMICHAEL* "To dislocate the functioning of a city 
WITHOUT DESTROYING IT CAN BE LONGER-LASTING, MORE COSTLY TO THE SOCIETY. 
IT IS MORE DIFFICULT FOR GOVERNMENT TO QUELL IT BY SUPERIOR FORCE. THE 
DISRUPTION OF THE CITIES YOU WANT WILL COME MUCH EASIER"- During their 
private talks, KIi'»G neither asked for nor received a pledge from CAR_ 
illCHAEL that the black militants being organized in Washington would re¬ 
frain from violence. In his conversations with other black militants, 

KING reported that ousted Congressman Adam Clayton POWELL would play a 
major role in the coming Washington demonstrations. KiNtj stated, "VIE 

ARE GOING TO TAKE HIS OUSTING FROM CONGRESS ONE OF THE MAJOR CIVIL RIGHTS 
BATTLES OF 1968." POWELL stated, "fly RETURN TO WASHINGTON IN APRIL WILL 
HELP ROCK THE ENTIRE COUNTRY"- [42] 

Take a close look at this again: Stokely CARMICHAEL ^ad just re¬ 
turned to the United States after conferring with Fidel CASTRO* North 
Vietnamese officials, and communists in many countries in Europe, Asia, 
and Africa. 

James BEVEL' on the staff of the SCLC, which was drawing up the 
battle plans for the April demonstrations, conferred with North Viet¬ 
namese and Vietcong officials in Stockholm in July, 1967. 

Adam Clayton POWELL was California where he attempted to organ¬ 
ize college students. 

This was the groundwork for a revolution, ladies and gentlemen. The 
only ones who could possibly have benefited from such a coalition were 

the enemies of the United States. 

The record of Martin Luther KIIJG strongly indicates he at the least 
was grossly irresponsible in learning the backgrounds of his associates 
and associations, or that he chose to use them for his own ends. In any 
event, the record of KING'S activities shows that he had a very vital 
lesson to learn. The only other conclusion that a reasonable person can 
come to is that Martin Luther KING covertly and consciously attempted to 
promote the cause of the Communist Party. 

(Ladies and Gentlemen: You've just heard the Martin Luther King s 
Story. The question remains, is the Reverend Martin Luther King truly 
deserving of such reverence by this great nation? We leave it to you. 
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the listening audience — and to you the American people — to decide 
A national holiday as a monument? or, a demanded disclusure of FBI in 
formation presently deemed "too sensitive for our national security?" 
Think it over...think it over...) 

20 July 1969 12 
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UNITED STATES GO*. RNMENT 

Memorandum 

ALLEGED ACCESS TO FBI^ FILES 
JmADIO STATION KTRG^ 

1 HONOLULU, HAWAII. . ... 

p 

n* 

DATE: 8-8-69 

xo 

SYNOPSIS: 

In prior li II.Inin Hawaii, had allegeg^captioned 
radio station had been broadcasun^naferial concerning MarUiLlAither Kinfl and 
claimed it was documented by "secret files of the FBI. "^^^rwasassured KTRG 
had no access to FBI files, and Honolulu Office was instructed to contact Station 
regarding this matter. > 

. »r«o interviewed and de^ 
| Station had claTme^rogramcontaCie^iuormation based on FBI files. 
I furnished transcript and documentation listing sources of information. Document 
1 tation contained no references to FBI. 

Transcript reviewed and found to deal with career of King. It is 
I highly critical and comments on background of several individuals associated with 
1 King. It concluded that King, at the least, should have learned about the back- 
l grounds of his associates. It suggested that only other conclusion would be that 
f King consciously tried to promote communism. 

At one point transcript stated, "FBI reports state that (Bayard) 
Rustin joined the Young Communist League in 1936...." The documentation clearly 
showed this information taken from the Allen-Scott Report of 8-16-63. At another 
point, there is a reference to Karl Prussion, described as a "former counter-spy 
for the FBI." There is a reference to the Director characterizing King as the most 
notorious liar in the United States. 

In the conclusion of the transcript, the announcer said, "A national 
holiday as a monument (to Martin Luther King); or a demanded disclusure of FBI 
information presently deemed 'too sensitive for our national security ?f". Dickinsoi 
stated that the latter reference regarding information "too sensitive for national 
security" was taken from a recent statement made by a Federal Judge in Houston, 
Texas, during the Cassius Clay S^i&fctive Service trial, when contacts between Clay 
and King were injected into th^cM proceedings. Tbe foregoing are the only 
-- to the FBI. j . > 4 i I 't 

qT nof’n _ iTnr mciifo — . "Rn T* Qilliiran . rnpIneiifB 

references to the FBI. 
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1 - Mr. DeLoaen - Enclosure 
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M. A. Jones to Bishop Memo 
ALLEGED ACCESS TO FBI FILES 

RECOMMENDATION: 

That no further action be taken in this matter. 

DETAILS 
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M. A. Jones to Bishop Memo 
ALLEGED ACCESS TO FBI FILES 

DETAILS: 

By letter dated 7-20-69, ^^^^^^JB^H^^^I^VHonolulu, 
Hawaii, alleged captioned radio station had been br^acastin^material concerning 
Martin Luther King and claiming it was documented by the "secret files of the FBI.M 

^H^vanted to know if KTRG had access to FBI files. In a letter over the Director1! 
Signature dated 7-29-69, fi^Vwas assured that KTRG was not getting information 
from the FBI. The Honol^^L)ffice was instructed to contact KTRG regarding 
this matter. 

On 8-4-69 advised that 
on 7-20-69 his Station presente^^apedcommentary, "The Martin Luther King 
Story. " Although the tape had beenprepared for release in 1968, it had been 
withheld because of Kingfs death. ^MfljHjVsaid that in view of recent efforts 
to establish a national holiday honoring King, the Station had decided to present 
this commentary exposing King. 

HH^^^Rmphatically denied that the Station had alleged in any 
way that mateprogram was based upon access to FBI files. He made 
available a transcript of the program, together with an attached documentation 
of the information used. He said it was announced at the end of the program that 
copies were available for $.25. The documentation itself makes no references 
to FBI files. 

This transcript deals at some length with the career of King, 
beginning with the bus boycott in Montgomery, Alabama, in 1955. It is highly 
critical throughout and comments on the background of several individuals 
associated with King who were alleged to have either communist sympathies 
or criminal records. It touches on such matters as King’s recommendation 
that Red China be furnished a seat in the United Nations and attempts to show a 
relationship between King and Stokely Carmichael. The conclusion is drawn that 
King, at the least, "was grossly irresponsible in learning the backgrounds of his 
associates...." It suggested that the only other conclusion which could be drawn 
was that King "consciously attempted to promote the cause of" communism. 

References to FBI 

On Page 2 of this transcript it is stated, "FBI reports state that 
(Bayard) Rust in joined the Young Communist League in 1936...." The attached 
documentation clearly indicates that this information was based on the Allen-Scott 
Report of August 16, 1963, 
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On Page 7, there is a reference to an affidavit in the 
Congressional Record of Karl Prussion, "a former counter-spy for the 
FBI." Also on Page 7, the Director is quoted as characterizing King 
as the most notorious liar in the United States. 

On Page 12, the announcer states the audience must decide, 
"A national holiday as a monument (to Martin Luther King); or a demanded 
disclusure of FBI information presently deemed ftoo sensitive for our national 
security?™. Dickinson stated that the latter reference regarding information 
’too sensitive for national security” was taken from a recent statement made 
by a Federal Judge in Houston, Texas, during the Cassius Clay Selective 
Service trial, when contacts between Clay and King were injected into the 
trial proceedings. 

K 
■»i 

There are no further references to the FBI in this transcript. 

OBSERVATIONS: 

It is noted that at no time was mention made that any material 
in this programwasbased on secret FBI files as alleged by From the 
interview of flHHHfand review of the attached transcript, iwlppears that 
■M|misunde^^W^Wiat was actually broadcast. 
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August 15, 1960 
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i 
In reply to the Inquiry In your letter of August 11th, Infor¬ 

mation concerning the alleged communist affiliations of Martin Luther 

King, whether substantiated or notf cannot be released because of a 

Department of Justice order relative to all matters of a confidential ^ 

nature. I am sorry I cannot be of help In this Instance. 

Sincerely yours, 
J. Edgar" Hoove/ 

NOTE: Based upon available information, correspondent cannot be identified 
in Bufiles. 
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Mr J.Sdgar Hoover 

Halted States Dspt. of Justice, 
Washington, D.C. 

My W Ur floorer; 

A* L il’rORwIATSON CG» HAWED 
(.;fpr|T: y. -.TIC.ASSIPED 

x-1 3 1/ r C/Vj^ l*4- 

I a® writing to settle & natter that has been causing rae considerable 

concern, I hare been hearing repeatedly that Martin Luther King was beyond doubt 

*ffiliat«d or aaaooiated with the works of the Coisnuniati party in these United 

States, I would like to know the truth and I know of no agency of gorentnent in 

better position to glre ae the facts, if perals sable. 

If permissable,please forward requested information and thank you ao 

lfexoh for your eooperatlon. 

CORRiixt'OiS 
/ 
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-X’NITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 
Ko-r 

Mr. Bishop 

Cor.roa _ 
F :_ 
Calc — 

DATE: 6-24-69 

M.-A. Jqros, 

srBjr.cr: TAPE RECORDINGS FURNISHED . , . ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
hl& HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 

0ATF.& -/ 3^LBY SftjPnld* 
urn. 

Captioned individual has forwarded to the Director without cover 
letter two tape recordings which have been reviewed in the Crime Research Section. 

WEST HEMPSTEAD, NEW YORK 

One of these recordings is an excerpt from the President’s news 
conference on 6-19-69 in which a reporter asked if the Director enjoyed the 
President's complete confidence and if any discussions had been had regarding 
’his tenure. " The President replied that the Director did enjoy his complete 
confidence and there had been no discussions whatever regarding his tenure. The \ 
President said he also wanted to comment on the ’’controversy” on electronic ] 
surveillances which existed at the present time. He said he had checked personally 
and found that these surveillances had always been approved by the Attorney CfR 
General and this was in line with the testimony which the Director had given on 
past occasions. 

The second tape recording was an excerpt from a Columbia 
Broadcasting System news report in which former Attorney General Ramsey Clark 
was interviewed. It was on thfe occasion that Clark ma<j$ his statement that he 
had denied the FBI authority to wire-tap Martin Luther King and also stated that 
he felt the time had come when Mr. Hoover should retire. A transcript of this 
interview has been prepared and is attached herewith. Ul(c) 

Bufiles contain no derogatory information regardingJUfwho has 
s^t in several similar tape recordings in the past and has been furnished brief 
acknowledgements. \ 
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ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
PATt*./i4f__BYTMAMJjL 

INTERVIEW OF FORMER 
ATTORNEY GENERAL RAMSEY CLARK 

ON COLUMBIA BROADCASTING SYSTEM {CBS) 
NEWS REPORT 

ANNOUNCER: The two immediate successors to Robert Kennedy as Attorney 

General today defended the late senator in the wire tapping of 

the late Martin Luther King. Nicholas Katzenbach and Ramsey 

Clark disputed FBI Director J. Edgar Hoover’s reported 

version of how the wire tapping began. John Hart questioned 

f 

Clark. 

Mr. Clark, do you think that Robert Kennedy authorized this? 

There’s two questions really: did he authorize it and did he 

initiate it. The implication that he initiated it to me is both 

terribly unfair and deceptive. It’s unfair because both Bob 

Kennedy and Dr. King, who by implication is being put forth 

as perhaps a security risk, or at least is in contact with 

security risks, are both dead—both murdered in the service 

of humanity and unable to defend themselves. It’s also 

deceptive because the implication that there was any reluctance 

by Mr. Hoover or the FBI to wire tap Dr. King is wrong. He 

repeatedly requested my authority to wire +ap him while I was 

Attorney General and I repeatedly denied the authority. 

E£vCLOStJ£S IQO -lObl’10 
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HART: 

CLARK; 

HART: 

CLARK: 

HART: 

CLARK: 

This raises again the whole question, don’t you think, of 

the raw files of the FBI, what is in there, and the control 

over them, and also the control of Mr. Hoover? Does 

anybody control him, and what do you think should be done 

about those files ? 

Well, in a slightly different context, it certainly does raise 

the question of the FBI files. The FBI, to take parts of 

files, to select parts of files, to make a point that itfs 

interested in, is wrong, absolutely wrong, and impermissible. 

It ought to reveal the whole truth or it ought to remain silent. 

In a case like this, it perhaps should remain silent. 

You^e speaking about them publishing the entire memoranda? 

Vfell, perhaps more than a memoranda. There, you know, are 

many questions that have been raised in the public’s mind 

that are not answered by the statements that have been made. 

The only statements that have been made really are defensive 

of the FBI and not divulging of the truth. 

There are some people who are calling for Mr. Hoover's 

resignation. Is that required, do you think? 

It’s.. .1 think Mr. Hoover has participated in the building of 

what has been a very great investigative agency. I think perhaps 

the time has come when he should retire both in the interest 



of his own career, which has been distinguished, and 

in the interest of the FBI, which has been a great 

investigative agency. 
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Memorandum 
to MR. W. C. SULLIVAN 

FROM MR. G. C. MOORE 1^0/ 
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SUBJECT MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR. 
SECURITY MATTER - COhtfUNIST 

o 
• Ac 

Mohr *_I_ 
Sisnop - 
Carper - 

DATE: June 19, 1969 

Pursuant to your Instructions, information is set 
forth below regarding information furnished to former Attorney 
General Ramsey Clark regarding the conmunist affiliations of 
Martin Luther King, Jr. 

i 

The documents involved were entitled, ''Communist 
Influence in Racial Matters - A Current Analysis," and 
"Martin Luther King, Jr. - A Current Analysis." These 
documents were furnished to Clark by cover letters dated 
April 1G, 1967, and March 14, 1963, respectively. Copies 
of the documents and the cover letters are attached. 
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In view of the sensitive top 
secret information contained 
herein, former Attorney General’r 
Clark's statement that Martin 
Luther King could not be con- 

" < -(sfdered a security risk is most 
puzzling and 
difficult to 
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RE: BERN vRD S. LEE VS. CLARENCE M. KELLEY, ET AL. 
(U.S.D.U.,D.C.) CIVIL ACTION NUMBER 76-1185 

SOUTHERN CHRISTIAN LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE (SCLC) 
VS. CLARENCE M. KELLEY, ET AL (U.S.O.C., D.C.) 
CIVIL ACTION NUMBER 76-1186 

Serial 3t*^ ^nulled frorr this file under court order 
of U.S. District Judge John Levis Smith, Jr., and 
sent to National Archives. 
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I you vould ho interested in tho enclosed 
currcivi r.tuev entitled "Corea:*.:net Influence in racial 
Hatter - A Current Asalysis. 

^ The sources used in the enclosure fcr.vo furnished 
reliable information in the past ana because of their 
sensitive nature, this ilerurxnt bus boon clarified 
’^4* Secret.1’ Upon removal ci the classified enclosure, 
this letter becomes unclassified _ 
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Introduction 
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VJ 
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The racial unrest in the United States is currently 
the target for a determined concentration of communist effort. 
Communists are using every means possible to divert the course 
and force of the unrest into support of communist objectives. 
Long-range communist strategy looks to the establishment of a 
Negro-labor coalition which the communists hope to be able to 
manipulate as a powerful political-action weapon. Using this 
weapon, they aim to provoke class struggle and promote legislatioi 
which can serve as a step toward a communist system of government, 

At first glance, the communist goal may seem unreal¬ 
istic. But it develops realistic potential when all aspects of 
current communist tactics being used in connection with the 
current racial situation are viewed in their totality. Moreover, 
it constitutes a national security problem in light of the fact 
that the individual playing a most dominant role as a leading 
spokesman for the estimated 22 million Negroes in this country 
has knowingly, willingly, and regularly cooperated with and taken 
guidance from communists. This individual—Martin Luther King— 
has used the communists and, in turn, has been used by them in 
an alliance that could have serious consequences both for the 
Negro movement and this Nation. 

Hand in Hand 

In King’s rise to.national prominence since his leader¬ 
ship of the bus boycott by Negroes in Montgomery, Alabama, in 
1956, he has been closely allied with communists. He has shown 
not only a willingness but even an eagerness to accept communist 
aid, to support communist causes, to associate and confer with 
prominent communist leaders, and to work closely with and rely 
upon the advice and guidance of dedicated communists with 
concealed affiliations, despite the fact that they have been 
identified reliably to him as such. 

Since 1956, communists close to King have blended their 
actions skillfully into his organization, the Southern Christian 
Leadership Conference (SCLC), and have done so clearly with his 
approval. / 

C 



A Dedicated Communist 

) 

One of the individuals, for example, who has greatly 
facilitated King’s rise to prominence is Stanley David Levison. 
Ostensibly only a New York City attorney and successful business¬ 
man who has been helping King, he also is ashrewd,dedicated 
communist and is known as such by King* 

Alliance with King 

Levison gravitated to Martin Luther King’s organization 
in 1956 and applied equal dedication in support of King’s 
activities. He quickly developed a close personal relationship 
with King. By 1958, he was referred to as King’s "Assistant 
Chief" and was described as a real-estate man who spent half his 
time helping King. In 1961, he was Assistant Treasurer of the 
SCLC.l 

In his support of King’s activities since 1956, Levison 
has expended prodigious efforts in King’s behalf. He has actively 
involved himself in fund-raising drives for King, served as his 
legal counsel in certain matters, suggested speech material for 
him, discussed with King demonstrations in which King was 
involved, guided him in regard to acceptance or rejection of 
various public appearances and speaking commitments, and helped 
him with matters related to articles and books King has prepared. 
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The Time Is Now" 

Levison’s importance to King as an advisor was 
demonstrated in the evolvement of plans that led to the March 
on Washington in August, 1963. Originally Negro leaders, 
principally A. Philip Randolph, President of the Brotherhood 
of Sleeping Car Porters and head of the Negro American Labor 
Council, had proposed a march on the Nation’s Capital sometime 
in the Fall of 1963. Subsequently, after consulting with 
Levison, who agreed that "the time is now," Martin Luther King 
seized the initiative and secured the cooperation of the other 
Negro leaders in backing King’s proposal for an earlier march— 
a move that put King squarely in the forefront of the events as 
they developed. £3 

Financial Support 

Part of King’s great dependence on Stanley Levison is 
attributable to the money Levison has furnished him. James R. 
Wood, who worked for the SCLC as Public Relations Director from 
1960 until he resigned in 1962, has advised that during that 
period Levison acted primarily as King’s business manager and 
donated large sums of money to him when funds were low. He said 
Levison was very close to King, had his confidence completely, 
ana was one of the few people who could get King alone, give him 
advice, and always have it accepted. 

King - Levison Contacts Guarded 

Although King has attempted to maintain covert his 
association with Levison and keep to a bare minimum personal 
meetings between the two, such meetings have been observed. On 
November 20, 1963, King met personally with Levison at the 
International Hotel, Kennedy. International Airport, New York City. 
The site was a room registered in the name.of one of King’s 
assistants. King and Levison again personally met in New York Cit 
on January 8 and February 7, 1964, During the period March 9-10, 
1964, Levison spent considerable time in the Atlanta, Georgia, 
offices of the SCLC. King was occupied in these offices during 
the same period. The evening of March 9, 1964, witnessed Levison 
dining at the King residence. One of the purposes of these 
March, 1964, visits with King was a discussion as to whether 
Bayard Rustin was to be hired by the SCLC. . 

. Since April, 1964, Levison’s contacts with King have 
been handled through an intermediary, Clarence Jones, who is also 
a frequent advisor to King. Jones is General Counsel for the 
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Gandhi Society for Human Rights, a fund-raising adjunct of the 
SCLC', During the mid-iybu’s, Jones held a position of leader¬ 
ship in the Labor Youth League, an organization which has been 
designated as subversive pursuant to Executive Order 10450. 
Levison met with Jones on several occasions in the Spring and 
Summer of 1964, Jones in discussing Levison with King, usually 
refers to Levison as "our friend." On September 29, 1964, 
Jones again met with Levison at the latterfs office. The 
subject was business relating to the SCLC. On October 30, 1964, 
plans were underway for a personal meeting of King and Jones 
with Levison which was to take place in Atlanta, Georgia, In 
preparation for this meeting, Jones told King to think about 
what role Levison could play in the future, adding that Levison 
had been helpful in the past. On November 24, 1964, King 
contacted Jones and asked that Jones and Levison, among others, 
submit five-minute speeches which King could use in accepting 
the Nobel Peace Prize, King would select the best material 
from these speeches • jjjr\ 

Hunter Pitts O’Dell 

connection with O’Dell’s gravitation to King’s movement. Early 
in 1960, it was learned that efforts were being made by the 
Party to get O^Dell into a special type of activity. About the 
same time, a Party official stated that the Party was in a 
position to place people in Martin Luther King’s organization, 
the SCLC. Subsequently, in 1961, O’Dell was made administrator 
of the SCLC’s New York office. In addition, two other Party 
members, Hazel Gray and Loretta Pauker, worked there under O’Dell 
at one time or another. 

Activities Blended 

The operations of the SCLC’s New York office illustrate 
how communists blended their activities into support of King, A 
major function of the office is the solicitation of funds for 
King through letters mailed out over his signature. It appears, 
for example, that the mailing list for one such solicitation was 
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that used by the publishers of the "National Guardian," a 
weekly publication which has been cited as "a virtual official 
propaganda arm of Soviet Russia." 

Twofold Purpose 

0’ Dell ’ s Exposure 

An opportunity for the communists to put O’Dell 
directly on the scene permanently in regard to the voter 
registration drive arose in June, 1962, when King mentioned to 
Levison that he was thinking of adding an administrative 



assistant to his staff. Le^ison recommended O’Dell, who was 
still serving as head of the SCLC’s New York office, and King 
said he liked the idea. It is clear that, at the ting<, King 
was well aware of O’Dell’s communist affiliations. 

Subsequent to Levison’s proposal, O’Dell went to 
Atlanta to work for the SCLC and used the name J. H. O’Dell. 
But in October, 1962, several newspaper articles exposed hjj, 
connection with the SCLC and his communist affiliations. 

King’s Reaction 

King reacted by trying to minimize O’Dell’s role 
with the SCLC. He said most of O’Dell’s work had been in the 
North and simply involved mailing procedures. He also tried 
to imply ignorance of any communist affiliations on the part 
of O’Dell and stated that O’Dell had temporarily resigned 
pending an SCLC inquiry into the matter. 

O’Dell’s "temporary resignation" consisted of his 
return to New York, where he continued to operate out of the 
SCLC’s office. He remained there until July, 1963, when King 
advised him his "temporary resignation" was being made permanent, 
not, as King put it, because the SCLC inquiry had disclosed any 
present connections between O’Dell and the CPUSA but because of 
the emotional public response. 

Reluctant Action 

Yet it is known that, prior to his action in making 
O’Dell’s resignation permanent, King not only had indicated 
he knew of O’Dell’s communist affiliations but actually had 
received information on two separate occasions from unimpeach¬ 
able sources that O'Dell was definitely a communist. In fact, 
it can be said that King took action on O’Dell reluctantly and 
only after being urged to do so most urgently and emphatically 
by high level and again, unimpeachable authority. In addition, 
even after O’Dell’s"permanent resignation" was accepted, he is 
known to have transacted business for the SCLC later the same 
month and there is evidence that King continues to rely on O’Dell 
for assistance. In February, 1964, King accepted as a "wonderful 
suggestion" a proposal by O’Dell that O’Dell prepare a letter to 
be distributed over King’s signature relating to King’s appoint¬ 
ment as chairman of an ad hoc committee to defend a group of 
integration leaders who were under indictment by the Justice 
Department for having perjured themselves before a Federal 
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Grand Jury. O’Dell furnished Kihg with a draft of the 
proposed letter which was then prepared in the Spring of 
1964 for mass distribution on SCLC stationery and bore 
the purported signature of King, 

\ 

O’Dell has continued his efforts to make his 
presence felt in the civil rights movement in behalf of the 
CPUSA. The Winter 1967 issue of "Freedomways," self- 
described as a review of the Negro freedom movement, lists 
J. H. O’Dell as Associate Managing Editor. Actually, 
"Freedomways’' is a CPUSA initiated and supported publication 
espousing the communist viewpoint of Negro problems. 

The Second Factor 

Bayard Rustin 

Another of King’s key advisors is Bayard Rustin 



Communist Affiliations Ignored 

be more concerned about Rustin's j 
than his prior communist affiliations, 

ds^tin had publicly admitted affiliation with the communist 
movement in the late 1930^s. He had also,publicly supported 
various communist causesJ 

_ For a number of years Rustin maintained 
contact with the Party’s National Secretary, Benjamin J. Davis 
who died on August 22, 1964. During 1963 Rustin frequently 
conferred with Davis and took the position that he did not 
care who knew it. 

Rustints Influence on King 

Rustin was extremely active on King’s behalf in 
connection with King’s receipt of the Nobel Peace Prize which 
was awarded him on December 10, 1964, at Oslo, Norway. He 

■arranged a number of affairs to honor King after his receipt 
of the award and made a trip to England for that purpose. 
Rustin was assisted in that endeavor by Saul Mills, who 
was a member of the CPUSA in the early 1940fs. While Rustin 
holds no official office in SCLC, as late as October 13, 
1966, he attended a leadership conference of SCLC in Atlanta, 
Georgia, to determine what King’s position should be on the 
’’Black Power” issue. Rustin remains a part of the inner 
circle of communist advisors to King. 

Advisory Committee Established for King 

On June 22, 1964, an advisory or research committee, 
formed with the approval of King, scheduled its first meeting. 
This committee was formed for the purpose of writing King’s 
speeches and guiding his actions. Among members of the group 
were Lawrence Reddick, Bayard Rustin, Clarence Jones and 
Harry Wachtel. The scene of the meeting was Wachtel’s office 
on the fifth floor at 575 Madison Avenue, New York City. 
King and Rustin were among those observed arriving at this 
initial meeting. Reddick was a former member of the CPUSA who 
as recently as January 18, 1964, visited with Benjamin J. Davi 



then1 the Party’s National Secretary. Wachtel is the 
Executive Vice President of the Gandhi Society for Human 
Rights. 

King’s Attraction for Communist Advisors 

Two previous aides of King are Cordy T. Vivian, 
who served as Director of Affiliates of the SCLC, and 
Randolph Blackwell, who acted as SCLC Program Coordinator. 
Both these individuals are former members of the CPUSA. 

King’s "Ghost Writers” 

During the latter part of 1963 and early 1964, 
King frequently conferred with Levison and Jones concerning 
a book which was being written by King. Both Levison and 
Jones were consulted on a number of occasions regarding the 
content of this book and actively participated in negotiations 
with the publishers regarding the book. This book, which 
was entitled "Why We Can’t Wait" was published in June, 1964. 
In the Summer of 1964, King began negotiations with 
"The Saturday Evening Post" concerning the publication of an 
article which would carry King as the author. Rustin told 
a group of associates that the article was, in fact, written 
by Jones, and King did not even read the article before 
giving the ’’Post" permission to go ahead with its publication. 
This article, entitled "Negroes Are Not Moving Too Fast" 
appeared in the November 7, 1964, issue of the "Post." In 
November, 1964, Wachtel wrote an article for King entitled 
"Looking Ahead" which was to be turned over to the 
Herald Tribune" by Wachtel after receiving King’s 

King is currently preparing for publication and 
release in the Spring of 1967 a book to be entitled "Where Do 
We Go From Here?" This book will set out King’s proposed 
course of action for the civil rights movement. Interestingly, 
Stanley David Levison has written the key chapter which will 
bear the same caption as the book title. 
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Role as a Peacemaker 

On August 12, 1965, Martin Luther King, Jr., announced 
publicly that he would appeal personally to President Ho Chi Minh 
of North Vietnam to join a conference to end the Vietnam War. He 
said he would also send letters to leaders of South Vietnam, the 
Soviet Union, and the United States in this regal'd. 

This move on the part of King was engineered by 
Bayard Rustin and Harry Wachtel. In early August they met and 
discussed how to inject King into the Vietnam issue. It was 
decided to have King write these world leaders utilizing King’s 
prestige as a winner of the Nobel Peace Prize, This action, they 
fel t, would cast an image of King as a great moral leader and 
extend his influence beyond the civil rights movement. 

Subsequently, a leading newspaper sent King 12 questions 
to answer whicji would clarify his position on Vietnam. Upon 
receipt of these questions, King referred them to Stanley Levison 
to answer, 

Because of the unfavorable public reaction to King's 
announcement, a conference with his top advisors was held in 
early September, 1965, at which time it was decided that King 
would avoid the Vietnam issue. Bayard Rustin, Stanley Levison, 
Harry Wachtel, ^nd Clarence Jones were in attendance* at this 
conference. 

Admiration 

In early 1966, King was lamenting to Harry Wachtel 
about a nationally-known figure, who at one time was a heavy 
contributor to and admirer of King; but, was displeased because 
of King's stand on Vietnam. Wachtel reminded King, "When we went 
into this Vietnam thing, we decided that he who controls the purse 
strings doesn't control our philosophy." 

Continued Pressure by Press 

After the resumption of bombing of North Vietnam in 
February, 1966, King conferred with Stanley Levison and Bayard 
Rustin concerning a statement for the press. King informed them 
that the press had been bothering him for a statement, but he 
dared not take any action until he discussed the matter with them. 
It was agreed that King would say he v(as deeply impressed by the 
large number of Senators who called for a cessation of the bombings. 
Levison reiterated that King should point out how much opposition 

there is to the bombings, ijg'/ 
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Anti-Vietnam War Resolution 

Miami was the scene of the Southern Christian Leadership 
Conference executive board meeting in the Spring, 1966. During 
this two-day conference, the sessions ran into the early morning 
hours attempting to draft a resolution on the Vietnam War. While 
there appeared to be general agreement, Stanley Levison and Harry 
Wachtel continued to argue for a stronger resolution than was 
presented. They wanted a resolution that would condemn participatio 
by United States troops in Vietnam. The conference finally 
adopted a resolution calling on the Government to desist aiding 
the military junta in Vietnam and to seriously consider a prompt 
withdrawal. 

"Face the Nation** 

In May, 1966, King was extended an invitation to appear 
on the Columbia Broadcasting System’s program "Face the Nation." 
Prior to this appearance, King sought the advice of Stanley 
Levison and Clarence Jones. King wanted their thinking on the more 
important questions he might be asked. Levison noted the 
possibility that King might be questioned on the Vietnam War. 
Jones advised King to use the Southern Christian Leadership 
Conference resolution on Vietnam as his text. Levison suggested 
that King should also point out how unfair it was that Negroes 
were shouldering a heavier burden in the War and that more Negroes 
were in combat than other Americans, 

When King appeared on the program, he suggested the 
United States stop bombing North Vietnam, negotiate with the 
Viet Cong, and recognize Red China. 

Senate Hearings 

Prior to his appearance before a Senate Sub-Committee 
hearing on urban affairs in December, 1965, King contacted 
Levison for counsel concerning his testimony. During this 
discussion, it was agreed that King oust reiterate during his 
testimony that the war in Vietnam is standing in the way of the 
implementation of any of his civil rights projects and an open 
invitation to confusion, chaos, disruptions, and riots. 

During his subsequent testimony before this committee 
he spoke critically of the war in Vietnam along these lines. 
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'The Nation” Symposium 

In late February, 1967, King spoke before a symposium 
sponsored by "The Nation" magazine concerning the problems of 
redirecting "American Power." After this speech in which King 
was highly critical of the United States involvement in 
Vietnam, Levison congratulated him. Levison was pleased with 
the publicity King’s speech received commenting that King’s 
appearance on a panel with four United States Senators was the 
appropriate occasion for him to express his antiwar sentiments. 

Riverside Church Speech 

In early April, 1S67, King accepted an invitation to 
speak before the group, "Clergy and Laymen Concerned About 
Vietnam." This is an interdenominational committee formed to 
mobilize religious opinion against the War. 

Prior to this speech, King and Andrew Young, Executive 
Director of SouthernChristian Leadership Conference, spent 
approximately eight hours in conference with King’s top 
advisors in New York, New York. Stanley Levison and Harry 
Wachtel were present at this conference. 

Later that same day, King spoke at the Riverside 
Church, New York, New York, before this group, at which time 
he was highly critical of the United States involvement in 
the Vietnam War. He proposed a five-step process to extricate 
the United States from this conflict. Comments in the news 
media coverage of King’s remarks pointed out that the five 
points are similar in concept to the conditions imposed by 
North Vietnam as a prerequisite to negotiations. It is 
interesting to note that King’s proposals parallel the propa¬ 
ganda line which the Communist Party, USA, has been projecting 
regarding the war in Vietnam. 

Spring Mobilization 

At a conference in the Fall of 1966 of the Peace 
Mobilization Committee, it was tenatively decided to hold a 
massive peace demonstration on April 15, 1967, in New York City 
and San Francisco, California. Of the one hundred and seventeen 
individuals in attendance, seventy-five were members of the 
Socialist Workers Party or its youth group, the Young Socialist 
Alliance. The Communist Party was represented by Arnold 
Johnson and James West, both of whom are members of the Communist 
Party, USA, National Committee. 
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This group subsequently changed its name to Spring 
Mobilization Committee to End the War in Vietnam. Reverend 
James Bevel, on leave from Southern Christian Leadership 
Conference, was appointed Executive Director of this Committee. 

King has agreed to be the keynote speaker at 
New York City on April 15, 1967. His wife is scheduled to be 
one of the speakers at San Francisco on the same date. These 
demonstrations are to culminate in these two cities and the 
organizers claim they will have over 100,000 in attendance at 
each location. 

Communist Party, USA, Objectives 

For years, the Communist Party, USA, leadership has 
attempted to create opposition to the war in Vietnam and thereby 
influence the United States Government either to withdraw its 
troops from Vietnam or to participate in premature negotiations 
to end the War, The communists hope, of course, that either 
action would result in a communist victory in Vietnam. 

The most important tactic they have utilized to create 
opposition to the War is the instigation or support of various 
types of deinonstrations in behalf of peace. 

A major objective, therefore, is to merge the civil 
rights struggle with the peace issue under communist domination 
forming a massive movement which would be able to dominate 
governmental policies. 

Conclusions 

It is evident from the facts presented that Martin Luther 
King constitutes a security problem to this Nation. It is equally 
evident that the Negro people, some 22 million strong, are not 
aware either of King#s security liability or of his personal 
debauchery. If they were aware, it is not likely that they would 
be giving to hire the support that he now has. At this time, the 
overwhelming majority of the Negro people have successfully 
resisted communism and this is to their distinct credit. Under 
Kingfs leadership, will this condition be changed? King has been 
guided more and more toward a procommunist position and has now 
firmly adopted a position which undermines United States policy. 
Although he alleges this is a moral position arrived at because 
of his religious motivations, his background and conduct do 
not lend credence to any claim that he is guided by moral 
convictions. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
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Since 1956, Martin Luther King, Jr., has occupied a 
prominent role in the drive for equal rights for Negroes in the 
United States. During this critical period in our Nation's 
history, much has depended on him as the individual Negroes in 
great numbers have looked to for leadership in their drive to 
achieve equality. Much depends on him still in these times 
when racial tensions have created an atmosphere of fear and 
foreboding among many Negroes and whites alike. The course 
King chooses to follow at this critical time could have 
momentous impact on the future of race relations in the 
United States, and for that reason this paper has been prepared 
to give some insight into the nature of the man himself as 
well as the nature of his views, goals, objectives, tactics 
and the reasons therefor. 

Washington Spring Project 

Martin Luther King, Jr., President of the Southern 
Christian Leadership Conference (SCLC), has stated publicly 
that he and 3,000 of his followers will march on Washington, D. C., 
this spring. He has announced that he will lead a massive 
civil disobedience campaign that will disrupt the normal 
course of business and, in fact, close down the Nation's 
Capital. He originally announced this project on August 15, 
1967, in Atlanta, Georgia, on the occasion of the tenth 
anniversary of the SCLC. 

King predicted that this massive civil disobedience 
will be more effective than riots. Concerning civil disobedience, 
King declared, "To dislocate the function of a city without 
destroying it can be more effective than a riot, because it 
can be longer lasting, costly to society, but not wantonly 
destructive." 

n 



King has referred to this campaign as the ’’Washington 

Spring Project” and the ’’Poor People's March,” which is 
reportedly being staged to pressure Congress into passing 
legislation favorable to the Negro. It is King's contention 
that the Government of the United States does not move until 
it is confronted dramatically. To add to the dramatic 
confrontation, King has boasted he and his entourage are 
coming to Washington to stay; that his followers will conduct 
sit-ins, camp-ins, and sleep-ins at every Government facility 
available including the lawn of the White House. He has 
bragged that he will fill up the jails of Washington and 
surrounding towns. 

Black Nationalist Terror 

One serious danger in the confrontation lies in the 
proposed action of the black nationalist groups which plan to 
attempt to seize the initiative and escalate the nonviolent 
demonstrations into violence. 

King has met with black nationalists and attempted 
to solicit their support. Stokely Carmichael of the Student 
Nonviolent Coordinating Committee (SNCC), an extremist Black 
Nationalist organization, has conferred with King. Carmichael 
endorses the objectives of King and advises he will not oppose 
or interfere with the "Washington Spring Project’s” plans for 
nonviolence. However, he also states his role will be governed 
by what SNCC decides. 

King is aware of the possibility of violence because 
one of his aides proclaimed recently to the press,"Jail will 
be the safest place in Washington this spring." However, in 
spite of this potentially explosive situation, King continues 
his plans. He adroitly uses this possibility as a lever to 
attempt to pressure Congress into action by warning that the 
"Washington Spring Project" may be the last chance in this 
country for peaceful change with respect to civil rights 
needs. 

- 2 - 



Strong Communist Influence, 

Another complicating factor in the picture is the 
degree of communist influence on King, One of King’s 
principal advisors is Stanley David Levison. Ostensibly 
only a New York City attorney and businessman, Levison is, 
in fact, a shrewd, dedicated communist. Levison has spent 
the major part of his life advancing communist interests^gj 

Levison gravitated to Martin Luther King, Jr., in 
1956. He has been as dedicated in his support of King as he 
has been in advancing communist goals. He has actively 
involved himself in fund-raising drives for King, served as 
his legal counsel in certain matters, suggested speech 
material for him, discussed with King demonstrations in 
which King was involved, guided him in regard to acceptance 
or rejection of various public appearances and speaking 
commitments, and helped him with matters related to articles 
and books King has prepared. 

Levison edited most of the chapters of King’s new 
book entitled ”Where Do We Go From Here; Chaos Or Community?” 
Levison wrote one chapter of this book and the publisher’s 
representative complained to King and Levison that it was 
obvious certain sections of the book were written by different 
individuals. 

Stanley Levison has told Clarence Jones, another 
advisor to King, that under no circumstances should King be 
permitted to say anything without their approving it. Levison 
also informed Jones that King is such a slow thinker he is 
usually not prepared to make statements without help from 
someone. Levison is actively participating in the planning 
for King’s ’’Washington Spring Project. 't&Pf 

Explosive Situation 

The combined forces of the communist influence and 
the black nationalists advocating violence give the ’’Washington 
Spring Project” a potential for an extremely explosive situation. 

3 
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XI. FORMATION OF SOUTHERN CHRISTIAN LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE 

Background of Founder 

Martin Luther King, Jr., was born January 15, 1929, 
at Atlanta, Georgia. His name at birth was Michael Luther 
King, Jr. In 1935, his first name was changed to Martin. 
King received an A.B. degree in 1948 from Morehouse College, 
Atlanta, Georgia. He then entered Crozer Theological 
Seminary, Chester, Pennsylvania, where he was one of six 
Negroes among 100 students. He won the Plafker Award as 
the most outstanding student, was President of the Senior 
Class, and received the J. Lewis Crozer Fellowship for 
graduate study at the university of his choice. King 
graduated from Crozer Theological Seminary with a Bachelor 
of Divinity degree in 1951 and did graduate work at Boston 
University, Boston, Massachusetts, where he secured a Ph.D. 
degree in 1955. 

Upon graduation, he was offered the pastorate of 
two Baptist churches in the East and teaching posts in three 
colleges. King chose the pastorate at the Dexter Avenue Baptist 
Church in Montgomery, Alabama. After becoming established in 
his church, he founded the Montgomery Improvement Association 
and led local Negroes in the Montgomery Bus Boycott that 
attracted national attention. In March of 1957, he 
founded the Southern Christian Leadership Conference (SCLC) 
with himself as President. He still holds that position 
today. He is also co-pastor of the Ebenezer Baptist Church, 
Atlanta, Georgia. 

Subversives Attracted 

Stanley Levison was attracted to King and SCLC when 
King gained national attention. Levison soon developed a 
close relationship with King and v/as known in King’s group as 
"Assistant Chief.” In 1961, he was assistant treasurer of 
SCLC. 

- 4 - 
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Through Levison's influence, other subversives were 
attracted to SCLCc Hunter Pitts O’Dell, former National 
Committee member of the CPUSA, was employed by SCLC. In 1962 
when King mentioned to Levison that he was thinking of adding 
an administrative assistant to his staff, Levison recommended 
O’Dell, who was then head of SCLC’s New York Office. King 
said he liked the idea. At the time. King was well aware of 
Levison’s and O'Dell’s communist affillations* 

Communist Exposed 

King was forced to get rid of Hunter Pitts O’Dell 
in October, 1962, when several newspaper articles exposed 
O’Dell's connection with SCLC and his communist affiliations 
King still tried to hide O’Dell in his organization until 
July, 1963, when he accepted O’Dell’s “resignation.” As 
King put it, O’Dell's release was not because of connections 
between O’Dell and the CPUSA but because of the emotional 
public response. 
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presence felt in the civil rights movement in behalf of the 
CPUSA. The Winter, 1967, issue of "Freedomways,” self- 

described as a review of the Negro freedom movement, lists 
ntn.il a__.*— rj; — a_, n.. _j_ 

Ob nasutiau; ijaiiagiug ^unui. . nv.cuoi.ijr , i iccuumwojfa 

is a CPUSA-initiated and CPUSA-supported publication 
espousing the communist viewpoint of Negro problems. 

On February 23, 1968, King was the guest speaker 
at a rally of more than one thousand people at Carnegie Hall 
New York City, sponsored by f!Freedomv/ays,f! celebrating the 
100th anniversary of the birth of W.E.B. DuBois, famous 
Negro civil rights crusader who joined the Communist Party 
at age 93. Jack O’Dell, the popular n. me used by Hunter Pitts 
O’Dell, was also listed as one of the speakers at this affair. 

On the following day, Stanley Levi son confided to 
Clarence Jones that King performed very badly at the 
!!Freedomways!! rally. Ke commented; “King has never read 
anything as badly,” and, ”as though he did not understand 
wh3t he was reading. 

Bayard Rustin is a former advisor to King and a one¬ 

time assistant secretary of the SCLC. Rustin has publicly 
rrillation wun tne communis 

1930*5 

Advisory Committee Established for Kin; 
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King's speeches and guiding his actions* Among the members 
of the group were Lawrence Reddick, Bayard Rustin, Clarence 
Jones and Harry Wachtel* 

In addition to being on the Advisory Committee, 
Clarence Jones, a Negro attorney, is also General Counselor 
for the Gandhi Society for Human Rights a fund-raising 
adjunct of the SCLC* 

Prior to October, 1966, King attempted to hide his 
association with Stanley Levison and used Jones as the 
intermediaryo During the mid-1950’s, Jones held a position 
of leadership in the Labor Youth League, an organization 
which has been designated as subversive pursuant to Executive 
Order 10450e 

Clarence Jones married Anne Aston Warder Norton 
on June 3, 1956* She is the daughter of deceased publisher 
William H0 Norton* Between 1947 and 1950 she was identified 
as a Communist Party club member at Sarah Lawrence College* 
In the early 1950's she was also active in the Labor Youth 
League* On April 5, 1955, she was observed as the driver of 
a station wagon which was used to transport Communist Party 
underground leaders in connection with an official Communist 
Party meeting* In 1956, she was described by a self-admitted 
communist as a "hard-core communist*" 

King Wins Nobel Peace Prize 

In October, 1964, it was announced that King, a 
35-year-old Baptist minister, was being awarded the Nobel 
Peace Prize* On November 24, 1964, King contacted Jones and 
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asked that Jones and Levi son, among others, submit five-minute 

speeches which King could use in accepting the Nobel Peace 
Prize. King would select the best material from these speeches. 

>r & 
King's Attraction for Communist Advisors[x\ 

Two previous aides of King were Cordy T. Vivian, who 
formerly served as Director of Affiliates of the SCLC, and 
Randolph Blackwell, who at one time acted as SCLC Program 
Coordinator. Both of these individuals are former members 
of the CPUSA. 

During the early stages of development and formation 
of the SCLC, the following eight individuals helped shape and 
mold the policies of this organization, and, as noted, all have 
had communist affiliations: 

Stanley David Levi son 
Clarence Jones 
Harry Vachtel 
Cordy T. Vivian 
Randolph Blackv/ell 
Hunter Pitts O'Dell 
Lawrence Reddick 
Bayard Rustin 

"Assistant Chief" 
Advisory Committee 
Advisory Committee 
Director of Affiliates 
Program Coordinator 
Administrative Assistant 
Advisory Committee 
Advisory Committee . 

Of these, Levison, Jones, and Wachtel continued to 
exert strong influence on King and the SCLC. In addition, at 
the tenth anniversary convention of SCLC at Atlanta, Georgia, 
on August 14, 1967, a/^frochure listed L. D. Reddick as 
historian of SCLCJJ^ 

COMMUNIST OBJECTIVES 

During the early 1960's, the CPUSA was striving 
to obtain a Negro-labor coalition to achieve its goals in 
this country. At that time, the CPUSA "Party Line" was: 
"Big business attacks on the rights of labor are continuing. 
In order to defeat this offensive, organized labor, assisted 
by communists, must launch a countercrusade, which can 
succeed only if it is based on the united action of the entire 
trade-union movement." 
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Also, communists had recognized the error of 
their ways by proclaiming that the communist program for 
Mself-determination" of the Negro in the "Black Belt" area 
of the South had been discarded. The new policy was to 
seek complete economic, political, and social equality for 
the Negro with all other American citizens. In a May, 1961, 
issue, the communist newspaper, "The Worker}1 stated, 
"Communists will do their utmost to strengthen and unite 
the Negro movement and bring to it the backing of the 
working people," 

Martin Luther King, Jr., and his organization 
were made to order to achieve these objectives. King and 
his group were demonstrating and conducting voter-registration 
campaigns to align the Negro movement solidly behind King. 

The Peace Issue Appears 

This activity continued with much fanfare until 
the passage of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 by the Congress. 
This was the most far-reaching civil rights act passed 
since the reconstruction era. Now it was no longer newsworthy 
to demonstrate for Negro rights. The passage of this Act 
was one factor that took King off the front pages of the 
daily newspapers. 

The second factor that had a bearing on King's 
lack of publicity and change of policy was the Gulf of 
Tonkin incident on August 2, 1964. Because of this, the 
United States took a more active role in the Vietnam War. 
The CPUSA then started to demand through its propaganda 
machine that the escalation of the war in Vietnam be 
stopped. The activities in Vietnam were now more important 
news than was the Negro freedom movement. 

The CPUSA also realized that even though the 
peace issue was of primary importance, a secondary issue 
not to be forgotten was the freedom movement. Abandoning 
its previous efforts to form a Negro-labor coalition, 
the CPUSA now started touting a Negro-peace coalition that 
would form a massive movement to force the United States 
Govet'nment to change its foreign and domestic policies. 
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“The Yforker," in April, 1965, claimed that this 
coalition was starting to form when it stated, "The civil 
rights movement was coming to see the identity of interests 
of the Negro people1s freedom movement with the anti¬ 
imperialist objective of ending the neo-colonialist war 
of the United States against the people of Vietnam." 

IV. THE EMERGENCE OF THE PEACE ISSUE IN KING'S GROUP 

Role as a Peacemaker 

King and his aides helped form this coalition 
of "peace" and "freedom" groups. They saw an opportunity 
to again propel King into the international spotlight by 
proposing he make peace in Vietnam. 

On August 12, 1965, King announced publicly that 
he would appeal personally to President Ho Chi Minh of 
North Vietnam to join a conference to end the Vietnam war. 
He said he would also send letters to leaders of South Vietnam, 
the Soviet Union, and the United States in this regard. 

This move on the part of King was engineered by 
Bayard Rustin and Harry Wachtel, In early August they met and 
discussed how to inject King into the Vietnam issue. It was 
decided to have King write these world leaders utilizing King's 
prestige as a winner of the Nobel Peace Prize. This action, 
they felt, would cast an image of King as a great moral leader 
and extend his influence beyond the civil rights movement. tort 

Subsequently, a leading newspaper sent King 12 
questions to answer which would clarify his position on Vietnam, 
Upon receipt of thesexfuestions, King referred them to Stanley 
Levison to answer, faff 

Because of the unfavorable public reaction to 
King's announcement, a conference with his top advisors was 
held in early September, 1965, at which time it was decided 
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that King would avoid the Vietnam issue. Bayard Rustin, 
Stanley Levison, Harry Wachtel, and Clarence Jones were in 
attendance at this conference. 

MmixMlsm Lost 

In early 1966, King was lamenting to Harry Wachtel 
about a nationally known figure, who at one time was a heavy 
contributor to and admirer of King but was displeased 
because of King's stand on Vietnam. Wachtel reminded King, 
‘‘When we went into this Vietnam thing, we decided that he 
who controls the purse strings doesn't control our philosophy." 

£,ontl.mQA Pressure..by. Press 

After the resumption of bombing of North Vietnam 
in February, 1966, King conferred with Stanley Levison and 
Bayard Rustin concerning a statement for the press. King 
informed them that the press had been bothering him for a 
statement, but he dared not take any action until he discussed 
the matter with them. It was agreed that King would say he 
was deeply impressed by the large number of Senators who 
called for a cessation of the bombings. Levison reiterated 
that King should point out how much opposition there is to 

the bombings. & 

Aat ir V let n am_w ar„R^sol.u_t 1 Q,n 

Miami was the scene of the Southern Christian Leader¬ 
ship Conference executive board meeting in the Spring, 1966, 
During this two-day conference, the sessions ran into the 
early morning hours attempting to draft a resolution on the 
Vietnam war. While there appeared to be general agreement, 
Stanley Levison and Harry Wachtel continued to argue for a 
stronger resolution than was presented. They wanted a 
resolution that would condemn participation by United States 
troops in Vietnam. The conference finally adopted a resolution 
calling on the Government to desist aiding the military junta 
in Vietnam and to seriously consider a prompt withdrawal. 

11 - 
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In May, 1966, King was extended an invitation to 
appear on the Columbia Broadcasting System's program "Face 
the Nation*" Prior to this appearance, King sought the advice 
of Stanley Levlson and Clarence Jones, King wanted their 
thinking on the more important questions he might be asked. 
Levison noted the possibility that King might be questioned 
rtn fVin V< afnam vrar a/4iH oa/1 K -1 *-> r» f n mco fKa Qrmt-Viof'n 
V“ *■**'' ' "W. • "*“6 W**^ 

Christian Leadership Conference resolution on Vietnam as his 
text, Levison suggested that King should also point out how 
unfair it was that Negroes were shouldering a heavier burden 
In the war and that more Negroes were in combat than other 
Americans ear 

When King appeared on the program, he suggested 
the United States stop bombing North Vietnam, negotiate 
with the Viet Cong, and recognize Red China. 

Senate Hearings 

Prior to his appearance before a Senate Sub-Committee 
hearing on urban affairs in December, 1966, King contacted 
Levison for counsel concerning his testimony. During this 
discussion, it was agreed that King must reiterate during 
his testimony that the war in Vietnam is standing in the 
way of the implementation of any of his civil rights projects 
and is an open invitation to confusion, chaos, disruptions, and 
riots. 

During his subsequent testimony before this committee, 
he spoke critically of the war in Vietnam along these lines. 

"The Nation" Symposium 

In late February, 1967, King spoke before a symposium 
sponsored by "The Nation" magazine concerning the problems of 
redirecting "American Power," After this speech in which King 
was highly critical of the United States involvement in 
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Vietnam, Levison congratulated him. Levison was pleased with 
the publicity King's speech received, commenting that King's 
appearance on a panel with four United States Senators was 
the appropriate occasion for him to express his antiwar 
sentiments. 

Over the years a number of individuals who have 
been employed at one time or another by ,rThe Nation" in 
editorial and writing capacities have been identified with 
the communist movement. 

Riverside Church Speech 

In early April, 1967, King accepted an invitation to 
speak before the group, "Clergy and Laymen Concerned About 
Vietnam." This is an interdenominational committee formed 
to mobilize religious opinion against the war. 

Prior to this speech, King and Andrew Young, Executive 
Director of SCLC, spent approximately eight hours in conference 
with King's top advisors in New York, New York. Stanley Levison 
and Harry Wachtel were present at this conference. 

Later that same day, King spoke at the Riverside 
Church, New York, New York, before this group, at which time 
he was highly critical of the United States involvement in 
the Vietnam war. He referred to the United States Government 
as "the greatest purveyor of violence in the world today." He 
proposed a five-step process to extricate the United States 
from this conflict. Comments in the news media coverage of King's 
remarks pointed out that the five points are similar in concept 
to the conditions imposed by North Vietnam as a prerequisite 
to negotiations. It is interesting to note that King's 
proposals parallel the propaganda line which the Communist 
Party, USA, has been projecting regarding the war in Vietnam. 

Spring Mobilization 

At a conference in the Fall of 1966, of the Peace 
Mobilization Committee, it was tentatively decided to hold 
massive peace demonstrations on April 15, 1967, in New York City 
and San Francisco, California. Of the one hundred seventeen 
individuals in attendance, seventy-five were members of the 
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Socialist Workers Party or its youth group,.the Young Socialist 
Alliance* The Communist Party was represented by Arnold 
Johnson and James West, both of whom are members of the 
Communist Party, USA, National Committee. 

This group subsequently changed its name to Spring 
Mobilization Committee to End the War in Vietnam. Reverend 
James Bevel, on leave from the Southern Christian Leadership 
Conference, was appointed Executive Director of this Committee. 

On April 13, 1967, Levison and King were in contact 
to discuss the progress Levison was making in the writing of 
the speech King was to deliver on April 15, 1967, to a rally 
of the Spring Mobilization Committee at the United Nations. 
Levison discussed part of the speech which King enthusiastically 
accepted. King particularly liked the part indicating that 
the United States should unilaterally withdraw from Vietnam. 
He also enjoyed the part where he would appeal to the country 
to "demand insistently that our Government honorJJanol1 s 
promise to negotiate if the bombings cease. 

The CPUSA was delighted with King's actions in 
this regard. The recognized leader of 22 million Negroes 
had openly attacked his country's policy in Vietnam. He 
participated in the largest rally ever staged against the 
Vietnam war by being the keynote speaker. In his speech 
King again called for the withdrawal of United States troops 
from Vietnam. King was helping the CPUSA achieve its goal 
of uniting the Negro movement with the peace issue. 

"The Worker” expressed the CPUSA!s pleasure in 
the May 7, 1967, issue where it stated in part, "When 
Dr. King insists upon the connection between aggressive 
foreign policy and regressive domestic policy he insists 
upon what is true and consequential. When Dr. King points 
to the racism common in colonialism and Jim crow he points to 
that which is historically demonstrable. When Dr. King 
affirms that the present war in Vietnam threatens all 
democratic and progressive advance in the United States 
and does so for economic, political, ethical and psychological 

- 14 



reasons, again he is saying vhat every fact and every day's 
events confirm* Hence Dr. King, precisely as a leader in 
the struggle against jim crow, must be**and is--a leader 
in the struggle against war." 

Being the astute advisor he is, and to keep King 
from being openly aligned with the CPUSA, Levison advised 
King to align himself with those individuals who have 
power rather than be aligned with a fringe antiwar element. 
He was t<^nake the new alignment after his April 15, 1967, 
speech 

King for President 

The fringe element Levison referred to was 
attempting to persuade King to run for President on a 
peace ticket. On April 19, 1967, Levison and Wachtel 
conferred concerning King's political possibilities. 
According to Wachtel, a pacifist group was meeting that day 
in an effort to get King to agree to run for President with 
Dr. Benjamin Spock, the antiwar agitator, as his Vice 
Presidential candidate. Both Levison and Wachtel agreed 
that it was too early and that King should not agree to run 
at this time. 

The CPUSA again seized the opportunity to cause 
dissension and unrest in the country by announcing they would 
support King and Spock on a peace ticket. At a May Day, 1967, 
program in Berkeley, California, Gus Hall stated, "The Party 
forces should begin work right now to elect these two men 
because they are for peace in Vietnam." 

Early in May, 1967, Levison was still concerned 
with King's being identified with the peace movement rather 
than civil rights. When approached by peace groups attempting 
to get King to continue to run for President, Levison informed 
those representatives that King would talk on Vietnam on 
occasion to various groups, but that would be the extent of 
his involvement. 

15 
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In an effort to evaluate his position, King and the 
SCLC held a retreat in Frogmore, South Carolina, on Kay 21, 
1967, to determine the relationship of the SCLC to the peace 
movement. King and other top functionaries concluded that 
the SCLC would give no overt or covert support to anti-Vietnam 
war demonstrations. 

The Birth of Washington Spring Project 

On July 19, 1967, Levison was in conference with 
King concerning the Newark, New Jersey, riot, Levison 
indicated he was concerned about King's failure to make any 
public statement concerning the racial disturbances. King 
informed Levison that he had been considering making a 
statement but did not merely want to condemn the rlotsy but 
also to condemn the conditions which lead to riots.< 

Levison suggested that King advocate a program with 
dramatic qualities similar to the Works Project Administration 
of the 1930s, This new program would be implemented by the 
Federal Government to employ the jobless youth. Levison 
continued that this program worked in a period when the 
united States was almost bankrupt and should work even 
better now that the country is almost sick with money. King 
agreed that Levison's idea had merit and he would publicly 
call upoj^the Federal Government to do something along this 
line.| 

King waited until the Tenth Annual Convention of 
the SCLC before he made these plans public. On August 15, 
1567, he deliverc-:: an address at the convention urging new 
massive civil disobedience which would include general 
strikes, school boycotts, and a camp-in at Washington, D. C. 
All this would be to force Congress to take action to improve 
the lot of the Negro. 
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FROM KING FEATURES SYNDICATE. 2^5 EAST U^th ST., NEW YO 

FOR RELEASE SATURDAY, JUNE 28 or SUNDAY, JUNE 29, 1969 

1 

When the first accusations against Alger Hiss were made, the 

Establishment rose up In wrath to shout that they could not be true. 

How, its spokesmen asked, could a man as respected and Important be 

a member of the Communist conspiracy? Before the case had been fully 

developed, of course. It turned out that the original charges against 

Hiss were as nothing to what was proved in the Federal courts and 

sustained by the highest tribunal of the nation. 

There were several lessons to be learned from this. The first: 

If Anglo-Saxon Jurisprudence holds that a man must be considered 

innocent until proved guilty, this does not mean that those who make 

the accusation are, ipso facto, to be called liars cmd driven to an 

early grave. The witness, too, has rights. The second: Conspirators 

are successful precisely because they can convince the world that they 

are highly respectable and ultra-patriotic. Those of dubious political 

reputation are of no value to a conspiracy since they can deceive no 

one. 

Those lessons, however, have not been learned. The discovery that 

Martin Luther King Jr. was under FBI electronic surveillance -- at 

^_.the instigation and with the authorization of Attorney General Robert 

F. Kennedy — quite naturally caused anguish to Dr. King's friends 

and admirers. But it would have been far more proper if those coming 

to the defense of the civil rights leader had coupled their outcries 

to demands-for full and immediate exposure by the Justice Department 

of all t^fa*ta and the dossier*. Instead they called for the 

resignation ofTth*-FBI director, J. Edgar Hoover. 

To danor^of Dr. KlngTs frenzied defenders have pressed for a 

full disclosure of the reasons why Mr. Kennedy, s friend of Martin 

Luther King, and the FBI took the time and the trouble to bug the King 

telephone. Bobby Kennedy would never have given his approval had the 

FBI been interested solely In the civil rights activities of the late Dr. 

King. King’s defenders have resorted instead to a whispering campaign 

against the FBI and the raxz-ma-tazz of charges against Mr. Hoover. 
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BY RALPH de TOLEDANO xx Hoover. 

If Attorney General Kennedy and the FBI were solely Interested In 

recording the gossip of the civil rights movement or its legitimate 

plans and operations, then they seriously erred. But the way to find 

out is to look at the summary of the tapes and the Martin Luther King 

dossier at the Justice Department, That would end the controversy once 

and for all. If the tapes and the dossier disclosed something touching 

on the national security, then the attacks on J. Edgar Hoover would end. 

It la, however, easier and safer to stay away from the substantive 

issue and direct attention and fire to the peripheral. It substitutes 

passion for logic, propaganda for evidence, and politics for the 

national Interest. The anti-Hoover faction presumably believes that 

it is right, yet it throws away the opportunity of possibly doing the 

FBI in the eye. 

Nicholas Katzenbach, who was Mr. Kennedy's Deputy Attorney General, 

and later Attorney General in his own right, has rushed in with a rank 

denial that anything in the King file warranted the wiretaps. But 

Mr. Katzenbach forgets that it was he who studied the King record for 

the Attorney General — at the time that Mr. Hoover called the Negro 

leader one of the biggest liars in the country. And on the baBls of 

that examination, he advised that no steps be taken to discipline the 

FBI director or to iBsue an official denial of Mr. Hoover's words. 

To make these points, however, would be an exercise in futility 

but for one thing. Parts of the Martin Luther King story, unofficially 

gathered, have been floating around Washington and New York for a 

number of years. Those responsible for putting together this fraction 

of what is undoubtedly in the FBI file are not members of the fanatic 

right wing, not stiff-necked racists, but responsible members of the 

community. They have not attempted to publish the record nor to use 

it for political gain. 

And they have held their peace over the years precisely because 

they have known what the Establishment's reaction would be — the cries, 

the denunciations, and the use of "innocence by association" to prove 

Dr. King's political purity. With the death of Dr. King, the files 

were closed and the need for publication ended, lhe integrity of the 

FBI and of thoBe who have backed away from its investigation is now 

at stake. Hot-headed men and. women are trying to use the current 

controversy to stir up hatred of.men.and government. Until the facts 

are laid befuj^e the American people, the controversy will continue, 

doing no one any good, least of all Dr. King's family. 

.T , Distributed by King Features Syndicate 
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Because of regulations of the Department of 
Justice which require that Information in FBI files be main¬ 
tained as confidential, X can emphatically assure you 
this Bureau did not "leak” information concerning Martin 
Luther King to anyone at any time. 

In keeping with our responsibilities, we did 
disseminate information concerning King on a high level 
basis within the Executive Branch of the Government* 

Sincerely yours, 
I. Edgar Hoove*- 

> 

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
DATES: ivil r 

W o-7 u - 
NOTE: We have had limited but cordial correspondence with Senator Inouye 
(D-Hawaii). During 1960 and 1961 his wife toured the Bureau and during 1964 
his mother, sister, and their party toured the Bureau. 
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DArTlW K. INOUYE 
HAWAII 

'SlCniteb J£>lalc& £>enctle 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20510 

August 6, 1969 

The Honorable J. Edgar Hoover, Director 

Federal Bureau of Investigation 

Wanton D ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 

Dear Mr. Hoover: 

*1 asper.... 
I Mr. Caliuhan 
I Mr. ConraJ 

Mr. Folt. 

Mr. (Vl 

ncntm 15 UNULA^INtU „ 
DATES-13-<1 BVSTflfl gm.til TV f • 

. . . . Gin y 
I was recently reading the July 27, 1969 issue of Pare^fe magazine 

which appears in many Sunday newspapers, and was extremely - 

disturbed by a report which appeared in this publication regarding A Ijj 
the personal life of Dr. Martin Luthei^Sing. This article stated /\ 
"For the most part, the wiretaps revealed that King on occasion / J 
submitted to the temptations of the flesh. .. " 

CD 

n 

Quite apart from the actual fact that Dr. King’s telephone was 

tapped, I am concerned by the release of such information to the 

public media. I would, therefore, appreciate your advising me if 

your Bureau permitted the release of information obtained from 

wiretapping Dr. King's telephone and if released, on whose authoritylULm cr> 

Should the information not have been officially released, but rather S^1 cr> 

"leaked" out from the Bureau, what steps have you taken as the i^.* 

Director of the Bureau to correct such abuses and to prevent this LLU ^ 

from happening in the future. I find it deplorable to think that persons -j 

whose telephones are tapped, will have the data gathered from these 

activities appear in the news media, despite the fact that no indictment 

or criminal action has been filed against them by the Federal 

Government in a court of law. 

V 

Your comments on the above would be most appreciated. 

DKIrjmp 
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August 11, I960 

&®{dO -\()l>blD' 

p*% i 
kxc; 

V 

DAT Y 
(pb~7f> 

With respect to the inquiries in your letter of 

August 5th, Information concerning the alleged communist affili¬ 

ations of Martin Luther King, Jr., whether substantiated or not, 

cannot be released because of a Department of Justice order regard¬ 

ing all matters of a confidential nature. 

Sincerely yours, 
J. Edgar Hoover 
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NOTE: Bufiles contain no information identifiable with correspondent. 
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Barger Texas 79007 
August 5, 1969 

Mr. J. Edgar Hoover, Director, 
Federal Bureau of Investigation 
Washington D. C. 

Dear Sir: 

AH INFORMATION CONTAINED 
herein is unclassified 

There have been statements in print, and 
to me orally, that Dr. Martin Luther King has been 
definitely identified as a Communist, by the F.BI. 

There was also a billboard in this city, 
at the time of Dr. King's death, depicting Dr. King in a 
room with other person^. This billboard had prominent 
letters stating "Martin Luther King attending Communist 
training school." The door facing had "United Nations" 
printed on it but was not discernible from the highway, it 
could only be seen by walking up the hill where the billboard 
was stationed. 

I will appreciate any clarification you could 
give me concerning the above two subjects. 

Sincerely, 

/ f I.' .• 

V rl-lcri 
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August 7, 1969 

AIRMAIL 

o - t0 ^ 7 0 — / 

ALL ((‘FORMATION CONTAINED 
herein is unclassified 
DATEAii2^LBYX£J^o^ 

6*74 
Your letter of July 29th, with enclosure, has been 

received. 

With respect to your Inquiry, the flies of the FBI 
must be maintained as confidential pursuant to regulations of the 
Department of Justice. 

I want to assure you that neither Mr. Walter 8cott 
nor any other journalist has access to the files of this Bureau. 

Sincerely yours, 
7. Edgar Hoover 

1 - Honolulu - Enclosures (2) 

NOTE: Bufiles contain no information identifiable with correspondent. 
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Honolulu, Hawaii 
July 29, 19^9 

Honorable J. Edgar Hoover 
Director 
Federal Bureau of Investigation 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Hr. Hoover: 

Ml 
■ - i 

p*7~2.i3-W 
Dear Hr. Hoover: ’ "" '(T*0 ^ 

Please find enclosed a copy of a letter which I have written 
to the president of Parade Publications, Inc., publishers of 
the Parade magazine which appears in many large Sunday news¬ 
papers , including the Sunday Star-Bulletin and Advertiser in 
Honolulu. The letter refers to an item In Parade1s July"27, 
1969 issue in the column "Walter Scott's Personality Parade*" 

fThe item in question reads as follows: Is it true that 
Bobby Kennedy, Nick Katzenbach, and Ramsey Clark, each of them 
;a U. S. Attorney General, could not get along with J. Edgar Hoov 
What was learned from wiretapping the telephone of Martin Luther 

£7uing Jr.? Did he turn out to be a Communist agent as rumored? 
—V. 1. Lewis, Washington, D. C* A. Kennedy, Clark, and 
Katzenbach found that Hoover, ostensibly under orders to the 
Justice Department, ran his own show. King’s telephone was 
tapped because at one time he had dealings with a Communist 
lawyer. He was never, however, a Communist or a Communist 
agent. For the most part, the wiretaps revealed that King on v 
occasion submitted to temptations of the flesh." 

I would like to know how Mr. Scott secured his information con¬ 
cerning Dr. King’s personal life. Surely, the Federal Bureau 
of Investigation does not make a practice of releasing wire¬ 
tap transcriptions to journalists. 

t m 
sx n 

Sincerely 

enclosure 

& fl-fi Jiv, 

//, 
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Mr* Arthur H. Motley 
Pro Dident 
Parade Publication* t Zno* 
733 Third Avenue 
Mow York' Mew York 10CM? 

Dear Mr* Motleys • 

AIL INFORMATION COt-jTMNED 
ijcnrj?; *v\r\\Zl!$ 

U*/l, 
fleao© refer to the item on Martin Luther King in "Valter Scott*» 
Personality Parade" oolunn of July 27, 1969. I quote, in part, 
■por the most part, the wiretaps revealed that Jung on occasion 
submitted to testations of the flesh*" 

To print such a vicious brutal statenant In a nationally*- . 
circulated and supposedly reliable publication such as parade 
is an intolerable Mransgression from acoepted standards ©T”" 
journalistic responsibility* At the very least the statement 
does nothing to clarify the reader1 s quo at Ion concerning whether 
or not Dr* King vob a Communist* Of much neater consegueaoe 
ic the almost cavalier manner of casting a vile Slur on the 
personal life of one of the most widely respected and loved 
figures of the twentieth century* 

Xt is possible that a similar allegation based on so-called 
wiretap information has appeared in print previously* If so, 
It Is no less deplorable that you would stoop to repeat such 
a contemptible charge* Furthermore* the manner of attribution 
for the statement is utterly without foundaticxi* If any such 
information be on revealed, It has not been done by "the 
wiretaps" but by a Government representative with access to the 
record of transcriptions obtained from wiretapping* 

You have done a flagrant disservice to your readers* to the 
concept of a responsible press, and to the memory ox a decent 
and honorable man* 

oc: 

Sincerely, 

Mr* Gardiner Jonos 
Hon. Daniol K* Inouye 
Hon. Patsy T. fclnk 
Hon. J. Editor Hoover 
Hev* Ralph David Abernathy 

f 
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s aged 10 and 13, sons of _ 
m^mm Waterloo, Iowa, placed railroad ties 
cago Great Western Railway Company in 

’to see what would happen." They were charged 
with tealicious mischief and case was handled by juvenile authorities 
in Waterloo, .Iowa*-the AUSA declined Federal prosecution. (98-44206^- 
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at July 14th. Th“k you ter ***• klnd comment* tn jrour Utter 

to response to your request. I am enclosing a 
Mpyof w article which appeared to the June 10, 1060, issue 

", D> c-> which cooceras 
cor activities relating to Martin Luther King. Jr., and sets 
forth the FBI** position hi this matter. 
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"The Evening Star" article regarding King wiretap, 6/10/60 
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Dear Mr. Hoover. 

As one of your long-time admirers, I am dismayed by the 
recent newspaper accounts of your department's activities 
In connection with the late Martin Lutherlting . . . and 
wonder if you could spare a moment to let me know the 
F. B. I. side of the story? I would consider this reply a 
great favor. Thank you. 

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
I herein is unclassified 

DATE A >3-Vf BY sy.yjtf>rw*l 
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July 23, 1969 

REC-40J 00 - fOlok'') & 
■3Wt 

Stockton, California 95207 

In reply to your letter of July 16th, Information 

concerning the alleged communiet affiliations of Martin Luther 

King, whether substantiated or aot, cannot be released because 

of a Department of Justice order regarding all matters of a 

confidential nature. I regret I an unable to be of help In this 

instance. 

Sincemg yours, 

J. Edgar Hoover 

?\ ,NOTE: Bufiles reflect limited®rrespondence fromJH|H^^H 
±foe past. Full name per prior attgbing of 5-19-69. 
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tookton, Californ^i 95207 
July 16, 1969 

The Honorable J. Krtgar Hoover 
United States Department of Justice 
Federal Bureau of Investigation 
Washington, D.C. 20535 

Honorable Sir: 

Last week I saw a movie called Anarchy, U.S.A., which stated 
that the civil rights movement in the United States communist- 
controlled. It also said that the late Martin Luther King, Jr., 
was a communist. 

Now I feel terribly confused. Was King a communist? I am 
hoping that you can enlighten me on this. I should be most 
grateful for your reply. . 

Thanking you in advance, I am 

Very truly yours, 

b icy 

0AJ6* t 

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 

(p 57 6 
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The FE1 has a lot more explaining to^o about its motives 
‘:or spying or. the late Dr. Mania LurheHun^, • 

It has publicly described as ‘•r.'.uhclousJ’ a column written 
by Carl Rowan that criticized the tapping of Dr. King’s 
phones. 

Clyde Tolson, associate FBI director, says the wiretapping 
was cone lor “na:;cna! security” reasons, with the approval 
of the late Sober: Kennedy, then attorney general. 

That doesn’t come even close to telling it. 

j ONE THING IT DOESN’T EXPLAIN, is the following inci- 
idem: 

About four tears ago, er. ex-FBI agent 1 knew asked me to 
jo:r. him for r. round of golf. 

After the round, we sa; ir. the clubhouse chatting. Ke 
worked the conversation around tc Dr, King. 

He told rue the FBI hac been using a variety of electronic 
eavesdropping devices on Dr. King. Besides tapping his 
phone, they had planted listening devices in hotel rooms be 
used while traveling. ' 

The result, he said, was a veryjkick file on Dr. King. 
He gave me seme examples. 
They were very personal things. They were things I'm 

sure Dr. King would not want anyone else to know about. If 
you bugged almost anyone’s bedroom long enough, you 
would hear things that person didn’t want anyone else to 
know about. 

BUT NONE OF THE THINGS this ex-FBI agent told me . 
reflected in any way on Dr. King’s loyalty, his Americanism, 
or seemed to be remotely related to national security. 

Nor did they reflect on his role as a leader in the .civil 
•rights crusade, a winner of the Nobel Peace Prize, or a 
figure of historic importance. 

I aJ:od the ex-FBI agent if his information was merely . Igowip or if he was sure about it. 
lie said !w had visited J. Edgar Hoover in Washington and ' 

had been briefed on the contents of the King file. 
It was r.c: uncommon, he said, for trusted ex-agents to be 

It: in or. such things. 
Oaviousiy, I was supposed to be shocked by the things he 

told me. And I was. But not for the reasons he assum.td. 
The shocking part of it was that he- was actually sitting 

there telling ir.c- such things. 
T**Ay: were r.or.e of my business, and they were none of his, 

business. They were nobody’s business but Dr. Kfog's?*5*3' 

IT WAS PLAIN OLD MUD-SLINGLNG, on a level with 
( . lowest scandal magazines and transom-peeking paolica tiers, 
i . There was no doubt in my mind then, and none now, that 

. it was being leaked tc me for the purpose of discrediting Dr. 
King. 

The same type of thing. I have since learned, occurred in 
» other cities, with other newsmen. 

And it doesn’t take much imagination to figure out why. 
Dv. King and Hoover had engaged in a furious public quur- 
rel. Hoover, quite clearly, did not like Dr. King. 

That's why 1 suggest the FBI hasn’t given an adequate ex¬ 
planation. 

If the wiretapping was being done for national security. I 
i presume that it should have been kept a big secret. 

• • Secret? Hew much of a secret was it if a newspaper co!» 
•j ' unmist in Chicago knew of the eavesdropping? Or if a fer- 

; mer agent — a private citizen — could talk about it? 
(For the record, the ex-agent was not a two-bit gumshoe 

given to flights of fancy. He was then a well known and 
highly respected investigator. He is today a famous and 
.powerful man.) 

AND IS THE PURPOSE OF SUCH official eavesdropping 
1 to gather spite material, transom-peeking tidbits thaj will be 
(whispered in the ears of opinion-makers? 

: J That, of course, is the greatest danger from Big Brother I‘ and his big ear. 

If that's what Dr. King’s file was .used for. then I'll gladly.. 
second Rowan’s suggestion that Hoover he replaced. . • 

The scandal-sheet business should be left to private indus- v 

' )£?0 • 
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Date: 7/16/69 

Trcr.srr.it the following in 

AIRTEL 

(Type in plaintext or code) 

supporter and admirer of the Director ■'-e FBI. I am enclosing a note I received from m/m 
today together with a copy of the letter whichT^Tiad /%* 

ro6 from Senator EVERETT tIC KINLEY DIRKSEN, State of /Cc 
This matter relates to a bill to designate MARTIff 

LV- f s birthday, January 15, as ,fUartin LutherTCing Day" 
I- -s interesting to note that Senator DIRKSEN states in his 
letter that the bill was presented and read to the Senate and 
referred to the Senate Subcommittee on Holidays and Charters 
of which Senator DIRKSEN is Chairman, and that no action has 
been scheduled to date on this bill. 

It is also interesting to note that^Hl^^^tates 
in his note that he will do everything he can "to see that this 
great fraud is never honored." 

The above is furnished to the Bureau for information 
only as further Indication staunch support of us 

It is my observation that more .and more people are 
recognizing the true status of KING. / / 
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HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED ^ly x’ 19&J 

i9d7b 

c hono.aoie J. Edgar Hoover, Director 
"c feral hurcau of Investigation * ^ v 
Tne Justice Department ; . r 
Washington, D. C. fj A 

Lear Mr. Hoover: 

Thank you for your letter of .June 19 in reply to mine of 
the 13th. I appreciate so much your taking the tire to 
explain to me why the Government cannot divulge wire tan 
information without violating certain laws. 

Since receiving your letter, I have read and heard cuite 
- bit of comment with regard to/TOI surveillance of ’the 
.afia and also of Martin Luther xing. While I imagine 
mat some of the things I have heard can probably be 
classified as propaganda, I am very much concerned about 
the enclosed story from the June 28 issue of '’Human 
events”. My question is simply this: Is the enclosed 
story by Paul Scott .based on fact? 

I would appreciate hearing from you at your convenience. 

Sincerely. LUMT i 

lT KECOnTOI> 

165 JDL 17 WB 

. -iosures 

1 thought you would be interested in the enclosed 
erpt from John Knight's column which appeared in the 
e 23 Charlotte Observer. It is my understanding that 

- column was also carried by the Miami Herald, the 
:rcit Free Press and the Akron Beacon-Journal. 

5»>JUL2919j59 ^ 
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Seunte Action Is A Reminder 

That Congress Has Policy Role 

v 03 

& 

By Jolm S. Kniglil 

;; .■- •* * * 

For The Record 
Columnist Carl T. Rowan, properly indignant over 

the FBI's wiretap on the late Dr. Martin Luther King, 
• Jr., has long been clamoring for Director J. Id®a* 
Hoover’s scalp. 

In a somewhat indiscreet interview with Knight 
Newspapers, Mr. Hoover alluded to Rowan as “a racist.” 
Naturally Mr. Rowan is fuming over that, too. 

... Without.butting Into any personal altercations. I 
think It. fair to recall Drew Pearson’s statement that 

General Robert Kenr.edv first ordered Dr 
King bugged on July 16, 1963.” Pear'son says the reason 

Pr; King was in touch with various 
Communists and was being influenced by them.” 

t0 • thc FBI *'** amazed and 
opposed it Kennedy was told that the wiretap would 

. h.\c a bad reaction among Negroes if discovered. The ' 

Attorney General remarked that he was not in the least 
nuereswed- in repercussions. * 

‘In October of 1D03,” Pearson resorts. “Eobbv 
tw“X’f"ed. an 0-'*-" •'« a ta? on Kin>s v.iraj, and 
the.v..*ter King s conversations were monitored.” 

Columnist ?ov/ac bas uttered one word of 
cnjcism about tne former Attorney General's action it 
has escaped zny attention- , , ' “ 

bhiUSoVi6i * * > • 
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Public airing of the fBI’s recordings 
of private conversations Dr. Marlin 
Luther King conducted with hi* protest 
advisers con'd go a long way toward 
changing the image of the slain civil 
r.ghis leader. 

Summaries of the recordings, as re- ■ 
vc/cd to members of a House Appropri¬ 
ate r.s subcomninee, headed by Rep. 
John J. Rooney (D.-N.Y.), dearly in¬ 
dicate that King was in .direct contact 
with one of the most influential Com¬ 
munists in the U.S. 

With leads obtained from their 
electronic eavesdropping, the FBI 
vs a* abtC to confirm that tilts Krenuin 
agent, w hose influence extended into 
the highest ranks cf the Communist 
Party, U.S.A., was one of King’s 
ghost writers and chief advisers on 
protest strategy. 

In addition to the evidence gained 
from the King recordings, the FBI suc¬ 
ceeded in taking several photographs of 
tie civil rights leader meeting with this 
Avert Communist operator at one of 
v.c major U.S. airports. 

1 King, whc>e assassination in Memphis, 
Term., in April 1968, is still carried as 
an “open investigation” by the FBI, 
was first put under government surveil¬ 
lance in 1961 when the late Robert 
Kennedy was attorney general. 

Although Kennedy after leaving the 
Justice Department denied any know¬ 
ledge of King’s surveillance, FBI and 
Justice Department records show he 
authorized the inquiry during a confer¬ 
ence attended by FBI Director J. Edgar 
Hoover. then-Deputy A tty. Gen. 
Nicholas dc Katzcr.bach, and another 
high-ranking FBI aide. 

The surveillance of King, now under 
Hie by severe! large East Coast news¬ 
paper*, was the cui^rowth of informa¬ 
tion that the FBI agents obtained during 
its investigation of another national sec¬ 
urity ca*e. 

When King’s -name was mentioned 
several times by cr.e of the persons under 
surveillance in the C3SC, it was decided 
that the civil rights leader should be 
placed under close observation. 

The FEI inquiry, which continued for 
-evxral years, involved King's trips to 
Sweden and F.3sl Germany as well as 
his preparations to lead the so-called 
“Poor Army Campaign” to disrupt 
\v 

nngion. .—- 

• M ■ • -v: dc’aiN nr 

of the Roor.cy subcommittee shortly 
before the civil rights leader was slain. 

Deeply concerned about King’s plans 
to disrupt 'Washington, the legislators 
had requested the briefing so they would 
be prepared to blunt his assault on 
Congress should that become necessary. 

So alarming was the FBI’s data on 
King that the lawmakers took the extra¬ 
ordinary step of briefing House Speaker 
John McCormack. This information, 
along with other material furnished by 
the FBI, caused McCormack to make 
extensive preparations, including the 
alerting of military units to defend the 
Capitol against King’s plans to cause 
massive disruption. 

The House Democratic leaders, 
a!! strong supporters of the late 
President Kennedy,- were reputedly 
shocked at the gutter-type language 
King used in private conversations 
about the late President. 

Other recordings in the FBI files dealt 
’ extensively with his private life, according 
to the legislators, and showed that there 
were two Kings—one live public knew 
and the other known only to his closes; 
friends and the FBI. 

Although no government agency or 
commission has made a study of King’s 
long-range strategy of protest, there is 
enough evidence in the file* of the FIJI 
to show that King’* goal vva* to create 
a mass protest movement. With the 
movement, King and hi* advisers hoped 
to force a radical change in this country’s 
form of government. 

King’s leadership task was to give 
the over-all movement “motion” and 
an acceptable “image” that would attract 
millions of Negroes, young people, the 
poor, clergy, and those disenchanted with 
the Viet Nam war. 

His tactics in changing his protest 
leadership from one of civil rights to 
anti-war, anti-poverty, and anti-govern¬ 
ment during the closing days of his 
life were part of this grand strategy'. 

Whether most of these FBI recordings, 
since many of them deal with national 

“security eases still under investigation, 
will ever be revealed by the Nixon 
Administration is conjectural. 

Should supporters of King, however, 
pump new life into the si. l‘ed dri\c in 
r.—- 1 ’ ■’ * <• 

Congress to create a nticvial holiday j 
hcvtiinn-' hi;”, dtw-n.k e't:M hcenmr 

The late Rev. Dr. Martin Luther Kir 
albgcdly had conversations with i 

influential U.S. Communist. 

that occurs, the “Martin Luther k 
tapes” could become big news. 

For now, the only public confirm.a: 
of the King recordings comes f: 
Houston Federal Judge Joe Ingrai.L 
hearing involving the case of for 
heavyweight boxing champion G.~ 
Clay. - I 

Testimony by FBI agents |r, 
Houston hearing revealed that c'r.v l 
tions of King and Clay were kx\.:. 
In one instance. Judge Ingraham . 
nounced it a mailer of national see* 
and refused to let it be made pa' 

Clay, convicted of draft docg;r_ 
June 1967, and sentenced to five \ 
in prison, is appealing hi: convict 
The U.S. Supreme Court era. 
Ingraham to hold a hearing to 
whether illegal wiretap testimony 
used to convict Clay. 

Both the movement to mark K; 
birthday as a national holiday and 
Houston court hearing clearly in a 
that the ‘ final chapter in the M. 
Luther King story is yet to be writ 
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An Ecitoricl Expression of the Voice of Free Enterprise in Raleigh - Durham } 

Jesse Helms, Executive Vice President and Vice Chairman of the Board 
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Anyone in need of an illustration as to how the leftwing establishmenr 

in America functions is invited to take note of the current campaign designee 

to demean and destroy J. Edgar Hoover. 

^ This past Sunday morning, in an editorial attack on Mr. Hoover, The 

j News ar.d Observer described the FBI director as “aged and dangerous", 

iMr. Hoover is 73, and some may agree uhat he is "aged". This station rejeers 

jthe suggestion, on the theory that age is a state of mind—and that Mr. 

jHoover's splendid mind has remained remarkably unimpaired by the passing 

|years. The fact that he is today the one man in America most feared and 

!hated by the communists attests to his usefulness, 
i 

As for The News and Observer's charge that Mr. Hoover is "dangerous", 

it is necessary to ask: dangerous to whom? He has built, and he continues 

to direct with incredible efficiency, the one agency of government most 

dreaded by criminals and communists. So brilliant has been Mr. Hoover's 

success that he today is a symbol of what America ought to be in terms of 

her freedoms and ideals. 

So why is he Under attack by every leftwing newspaper and politician 

in the country? Simply because he obtained the permission of his superior, 

the then Attorney General Robert Kennedy, to investigate the relationship 

between the late Martin Luther King and the communist conspiracy in America: 

And*because Z. Edgar Hoover did this, he is being called "aged and dangerous" 

America may never know the real degree to which the various so-called 

"civil rights movements" in America were infiltrated by—and directed by— 

communists agents. It is known, even though the leftwing news media tried 

to suppress it, that the late Dr. King was surrounded by communists 

functionaries. Indeed, the complaints against J. Edgar Hoover, being heard 

today, are based upon the fact that for reasons of internal security the 

FBI was instructed to wiretap the telephone of Martin Luther King on the 

occasion of Dr. King's conversations with a known communist involved in 

<y- 

, \ 
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This station’s editorials ore solely the responsibility of the owners ond ore voiced by our executive 

vice president, Mr. Jesse Holms, after on editorial boord hos agreed upon their contents. 
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A. J. Fletcher, Chairmen of the Boord & Chief Executive Officer, Copito! Brocdcostlnp Cor^eny | 
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T.~- •• • • :• r.d C: - erver—and au least three other 

ar. this siato—absurdly conrend that if the 

a.-1 a.of Marian Luther King, then it would tap ap.v 

M_- .rath of the tatter is that, in terras of national security, Martin 
J I 

Lather Kite's relationship with communists ceased to be a private affair, 

he v;a^ very reach a public figure, associating v/ith enemies of this country. 

Mr.a regardless of his intent, ana giving hiiri the benefit of every doubt, 

viohence stalked the heels of Martin Luther King. At the time of his‘death 

he was advocating a surrender to the communists in Vietnam, and had annour.c 

plans to go to Moscow and Hanoi. 

Cr.e can only surmise a great deal in this latest effort to smear and 

destroy J. Lager Hoover. But some aspects of the matter need nc surmising. 

for one thing, it would be preposterous to suggest that Robert Kennedy, as 

Mucorr.ey General of the United States, would have approved the wire-tapping 

of Martin Luther King's telephone unless he, Mr. Kennedy, had not been 

persuaded by the sheer weight of evidence that the security of the country 

demanded it. After ail, Martin Luther King had been the friend of the 

Xenr.edys, both John and .Robert, and had been of great political assistance 

to both. 

The truth cf the matter is that J. Edgar Hoover has been the nation* 

Member Cr.e fighter against communism since 1919 v.hen, as ar. assistant to 

the Attorney General of the United States, he made a study of communist 

plans to overthrow’ America. At that time—in 1919—he wrote the following: 

“.Communism) threatens the happiness of the community, the safety of every 

individual, and the continuance of every home and fireside. (The communist 

would des. y the peace of the country and thrust it into a condition of 

anarchy ar.c lawlessness and immorality that passes imagination.” 

That's what J. • Edgar.Hoover warned about the communists in 1919. 

Look at the country t.. -ay; was he right? 

So he is “aged and dangerous11, is he? ‘'Dangerous" to whom? 

V i ewp o mt -r i j. j.9 »... -. • •• u une a a, j. 9 o 9 

"VIEWPOINT iS the eoitgmal expression of the CAPITOL ; 
. T;v£ VICE PRESIDENT OF THIS iowPANY. CiSSENTlNT. •' 
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Piedmont, Alabama 36272 
bl(c± -- 

Toor letter of July 12th has bees received and I want 
to thank you for your kind remarks concerning my administration of 
this Bureau. 

fa reply to your Inquiry, information in the files of 
the FBI must be maintained as confidential pursuant to regulations 
of the Department of Justice. 

Sincerely yours, 
J. Edgar Hoover 

MAILED 22 

JUL171969 

NOTE: Based upon available information, correspondent cannot be 

4^ 
folaae ... 

Identified in Bufiles. 

LMG:ram (ST A' /r‘c y 
/l** 
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July 12, 1969 

Honorable J. Edgar Hoover, Director 
Federal Bureau of Investigation 
'Washington, D. C. 

Mr. ToUcm 

Mr/Casper. - 
Mr. Caliban- 
Mr. Conrad- 
Mr. Felt- 
Mr. Gale_- 

Ew&S 
Mr. Tavel- 
Mr. Trotter- 

Miss Holme*- 
Miss Gandy- 

KLSiLiu »o x a . 
OMEidMI-Wie-p^K 1) 

Amid all the confusion created by the militant Negroes and aharchists, why JJ 
has not the complete file on Martin Luther King been released? Under the 
Kennedy, Johnson, and Nixon administrations this information, which the kT, 
public needs to know, has been suppressed* 

Members of Congress, Supreme Court, and other high government officials Tj 
have been and are deceiving the public about King* This is one reason If , 
that the citizens have lost confidence in Washington. The bubble of King's ft 
greatness needs to be burst in order to show a certain group that they are LA- 
worshiping a false god. How much longer this country can stand under these 
conditions is problematical. 

According to all press releases and the speeches of King, he was the great- 
est perpetrator of violence of any human that has ever lived. Every place ^ 
that he went violence occurred. When he was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize, 
that degraded any Nobel Prize in the eyes of a majority of the citizens of 
the United States. 

(Beyond a shadow of doubt you ard the most respected public official includ- 
|ing the President of any person in a government capacity. It is believed ^ 
if the complete file was open on King, the myth of his greatness would lose 
the momentum that has been built about him. Tour interest in all matters 
concerning law and order are all that the American people have on which to 
depend. Keep on telling America what is wrong. 

QJlCM j /vs^jL- 

r-17-4.9 I ■ «= I y 
REG-60 

^rery truly, _ , . 
/**-/<’ <>6 7e - 3 U V: 

JULA&tm 
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ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREINJS UNCLASSIFIED 

Respectfufly^referredlo RV SK^J£h/aC 

Federal Bureau of Investigation 
Washington, D.C. 

n*. 

tor such consideration as the coamunication 

herewith submitted may warrant, and for a report 

thereon, in duplicate to accompany return of 

inclosure. 

By directi/on of 

H-' 
JS/t REW2*2f/ Q$~ 

/ft' 

ENCLOSURE 
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F fig ^JLo 

: *■- T^i-vnrJ*"' rp 
iT.;. •" 
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June 20,' 3969 

For.. Jo nil o wii.r.is 
U. S. Setter 
State of Mississippi 

^Washington, D. C. 

Dear Senator, 

WWtNGTON OFFICE 

fp]i?f?afprin flEf 

! 'i\ JUS 22 1969 I 

JOh* S TENNIS 

I am enclosing a photostat of an editorial that appeared in the Jackson 

Daily Neva on Juno 17. 1969—— If this is not true, vhy doesn't v ongrtss 

force the Justice Department to repudiate it9 If it is true, why isn't 

this in/oraation made public so that certain groups viil stop trying to 

irmortalire this nan. 

If you think there is poverty among the Nsgross in Winonaf Mississippi, 

try and hire one to work at any price. 

_ Lnf/t j 

^00 

Mamutii . y 

loo -10667 o -wi m% 
y. ;w>.. kr 1 

k rvWiP.r Vi-*' ,v aT TH£ NEW YORK WORLD'S FAIR ^ \ 

' ^ 

>y v 

VtS.T THE TRAVELERS EJCrtffciT AT THE NEW YORK WORLD'S FAIR 



rrr.:/;';_v.'\' ri^JRE l-'!VCfLVEu - '■*' • . 

•V|* I.-5 -f '■ <• '*■ (T~ - —. f1 r«s«| /-7* A. >*» 1 

• • K 'u Vi '^> \_/ i. l f . . O - • - *» ^ W | . 

r r~ n.“ 'n ( 'f r-p,.-r>’p' i c\ F? .o.Ac a/ O '> .. :U ;.. _ •--. '.-.. t If U L W’j b 
CfiTT ; Deeply cr.r.ec.itcti about ;Jo: Ingraham's hearing invoiv. 

F — TPuh-: King’- is :r. d.srupt \\'a«:v’(nr the r**c :■' farmer hcavy- 
!':•.;' ?7>!V record- lib-" : lcg-O.tirs had re- .w.-.ght boa v NUmpidr. Cassius' 
vilr car.vrr.sinns ' •*. • the hr;.:.’." so IN'v Cliv • ! . 
r K;r.; cnaducirt!,ie ?rc,::.:'cl to ’ilent his Tcsnmor/ <■> HU agents Jn ! 
;s: si>:sfrs cnuM rs'■ ■■■I i.r. Congress should that the llCi.s'-0" tran/ig rrvf»ieil: 
• inward changiM -"“•".e necessity. jth.it cor.vcar:,o:j 0f King ar.d‘- 
f li e slain ci'M Sr. alsrr.ir.g was li e Fol'.s' C!iv were rcrof.lr.-f. JB one In-i. 

•detn C.r, K:?.- ,r.c; ire la\vr..»k- i>:-r.ce. Jui.;c lr.;ra:,am pro-, 
of the re-ordirgs. c-> me!: inc c\• -ar,vt, r.;.*v »u'.~ nnunced >: a nailer of tiMional' 
o members of 2 0. Ho.m: Spc.M.cr JcJ.n ] *ccur*ty and refused 10 lei it be I 

lion St.brcx-! MrCar.T.r.ci. Tr.is in formation' made public. 
U by ilc;ire»an:a-; filers w.ti. other r. -ior...'. fur-1 Clay, convicted of draft dodg-. 
Ronnev O N V.) | rN-ed tv the ?HI c:.uscd ir.g in June. \%1, and sentenced I . 

:e ii.il K.ng was|McCur,r...:k to nr.ke tmcnsivc! '0 t:vc years in prison, is «;>•! 
;ct or.o 0! the prcparil.ons, inc!jo..'.; ;hc alert- acalin; his conviciion. The U. j 
ai com mu.-.;Sis m ■ an- ci m.l.ury un.ii. to cc.'cr.d s- Supreme Court ordered; 

the U S. ,|t;.c Clt-o: Ks pians InsrrJ-.am to hold a hearing to J 
r.CD GHOST WRITER 10 ciusc nassivc ti.srj-.lioa. :*fc whetner illegal wiretaps tes- • 

W.th leads obtained from] The House Dcnoc.v.lic lead- '*as uscd 10 convict j ^ 
•uio.r electronic cavcstiroppln;, 1 cr*. all strong supportcis of the . } 

1■gs&jttfg A£i«k 'issSi s psa ■ 

.0 ra'Wr^: 

:rs two Kia?s—or.e the 
knew and the other 
only to h;s closest 

1 r.d the FBI. 

Met a pros, Ter.r.., in April. ISIS, 
is sail carried as on "open in¬ 
vest;; v.ior.1' ty the FBI, was 
f.rst i under goveramcr.t sur-' 
vc.'.lor.co in 155; when tile late 
Robert Kennedy was Attorney 

' General. 
A’.lr.oash Kennedy efter leav¬ 

ing the Justice Department de¬ 
nted ary knowledge of King’s 
surveillance, FBI ana Jiat.ee 
Department records st.ow he 
nutnarired the inquiry d.iring a 
conference r..tended by FBI Di¬ 
rector J. Edgar Hoover, then 
Deputy Attorney General Ni¬ 
cholas rfe KaSzenbwh, and an- 

. other h.;h-ranki;t; F3I nice. 

Th.e surveillance of Ktr.g, now 
ur.de: fire by several large East 
Coast r.ewjprpers. was the out¬ 
growth of iniar.T.atioa that the 
FBI accr.ts obtained during its 
investigation of,another national 

tsecurity ease. 
V.'r.en King’s name was mcn- 

lioncti several times by one of 
Ere persons under stirveitlarce 
In the case, it was dccidcj that 
the civil rights lender should be 

. placed under rlnw obseivatioa. 
Tr.e FBI in.;'uiry. '.which cea- 

• > tinned for several yean, in¬ 
volved King's trip* 10 Sweden 
end Fn.st Germany a wet I as 
h.i prcpr.rm.orm to lead Die so- 
c .-poor Arms Ccigr.” 
.0 ,.:>;apt Washington. 

e-.ri other *::» secret 

. Zig...'ifoover~io euembers 0.' 

fy^bcioru ihe civti n;hts leader 
. was slatn. 

i the1" rd ^cnnC(l>' (D- Mass.) pa:n- 
,u‘ li...lv learned a lesson in White' 
*r.a‘ | ifoiise- protocol last wfek. 

..v'1,! With Senate Majority Leader 
■ ; Ml»e Mansfield (D. Mom.) 1 
,0SCst awsv from Washington. 

! Kennedy was invited as acting 
imenl, jCr,;.lor J c a d c r to ihe 

n“s; While House meeting called by 
long- i p-csi(<cnt Kixon 10 brief con- 
•hej-i; sessional leaders on his Mid- 
.“ I wav coolcrcncc with South Viet- 

,£oal V'tts to create a mess p.o- w^cn Kennedy showed up at 1 j 
\ tc>t movement. Wito the move- y.c ^yi„;c kousc lor the confer- . / 
.r.icr.t. Kir.g and ms advisors cnr;j Wjtj, scniIor Stuart Sym- y'. . 

to farce a radical change (p. jjo.), an outspoken - 
; coar.try’s form 0. gov- cn|jc of ^uion’s Vietnam and 
*■>*-... , . defense policies, a While House 
;’s leaaers.up Usj was to ai(je jnQuirc(i gboul the latter's 

err.ment. , defense policies, a While House ’ • • •’. ' ; 1 
King’s leaderfcu? Usd was to aide M the latter's , - V ; l. ; 

; clve the over-all movement prcscncc. J . • 
I'“motion" ana an acceptable Kcnncdv-5 rep|y was lhat ho. ’ . ;.M ..l , .. j 
1 “image" that wou.o at..act mil- had brought Symington along to * ’ •' ; t’.' 
ilicns of negroes, young people, Ittt#d ,he hricfm2. A(lcr : 
j the poor, clergy, ant.^ those [ s,|jiaiion wjih the President, the^ 
1 disenchanted wiEt the VlC,nonij Kixon aide fcrsclv reported that^ 
! Vvrtr. . Symington couldn’t attend since 

His tactics in chaegu. h'*!only congressional leaders' of . • 
.protest leadership from one otitj.,c Kouse and Senate were in-' . 
ic.vil rights to anti-war, »’•'> | viied. . 
jppvctty. ar.tl arui-goverr.mcntj .Sym,n-tDn wis told that if he".' • 
during the closing cays 0. his w.antcd a tcparaic briefing • on .' . ' • ' .' , 
bfc were pan of this gra^d ^ Midway meeting titat it ' • r . 

^‘ui-Tnm'T could be orranged later. Oa •' • . ; 
.VO..C. TO CO..IG hearing this, Symington left the .. *. * 

AVbethcr most 0. these Fdi v.'hlte House while KcJtscdy was : ‘ ‘• *• . 
recordings, since many of u.cm lcjt ,pecchlesj> '• . 
dc.l with national security -L-—; 
caics stiil under nvcsiigatior.. ---! * 
will ever be revealed by the — . A\/w7>r\\J 
Nison Adnirdstration Is conjee- LL/w / UN 
iuijI. 1 ; ' . ■* 

; Should aupSorlci-s of King. D A ,\( Pi ‘ ' • • / 
'however, pump new life u.to the L-* tv '. 1 •. t\ / 
:st.-.lled drive to' Congress to ’ _» 
. creote a national hohday honor- . p n E D ESTTN ATI ON ••]•••• •.. , r* 
in^ .nr.-,, dcnl.'.nds cou;.! become t . i j jf 
fo.thcoming front ant.-K.r.g leg-i It is reported that the Grace \J t 
u'.o.oi-s lent Hoover be caked to'Baptist Church on Capitol Hill, \ Jf■ q\ 

Itcst.fy. li that occurs, the; Washington, D, C., is to be sc- . ’ . y (,l Vt /. 
“'Martin Luther King tapes’(moved to the . suburbs, liic ' • t 4 ' 
! ciu’.o oecarite big aews. jmetraeri of this. 7o-y^r-ald ' y ■/- 
\ For r.ov. the or.ly public cor.* church having found the location \ * 
firmauon 0: the King recordings unsafe. , • V)- / ' 

\ceres from Hous’.aa Feccral J. Women xncmberi havo been * ■/ ' 

;-r 



UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 
Mr. W. C. Sulliv«y> ^ 

1 - Mr. C. D. DeLoach 
Coil abort 

1 - Mr. W. C. Sullivanconrod- 

1 - Mr. T. E. Bishop cSiZjj 
DATE, 7/2/69 

1 - Mr. G. C. Moore 
1 - Mr. C. E. Glass *j»y- 
1 - Mr. J. J. Dunn ^ . 

subject:MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR. , / 
SECURITY MATTER - COMMUNIST 

A letteT has been received from RepreserflSttive Robert L. 
Leggett (D) of California, asking for comprehensive briefing 

i concerning the late Martin Luther King, Jr., and his alleged 
affiliations with communists and communist front organizations. 
Recommended that attached letter be directed to Leggett indicating 

| <2? that although his interest in this matter is appreciated, it is not 
-7 possible to furnish him any data concerning the matter involved. 

Leggett being furnished copy of Evening Star article 6/19/69, 
captioned "King Wiretap Called RFK*s Idea." 

3 co We have had limited but cordial relations with Leggett 

5$ CO in connection with constituent matters. He voted against appro- 
^ I priations for the House Committee on Un-American Activities (now 

called the House Committee on Internal Security) in 12/65, and 
^^/^^against the Omnibus Crime Bill in 6/68, because of the wiretapping 

v:\;;.to— ^ 0and confessions provisions. He claimed the above provisions would 
^lead to a^police state. Leggett has been in touch with some 

communist-bloc embassies. 

X O In his letter to the Director, Leggett requested a * \ 
j comprehensive briefing regarding King and his affiliations with 

|lg| j communists in an effort to "separate fact from fiction." 

T~ In view of the various ramifications involved in the King 
fe." i matter, it is not believed any information should be given to 
PH Leggett. Release of additional facts by him would certainly result 

in widespread publicity and prompt numerous inquiries to us by Jy 
jHJ members of Congress and FBI critics. / 

H recommendation: 
HV ' If you approve, the attached letter will be directed to 

B J Leggett noting that while his interest in this matter is appreciated, 
|H it is not possible to furnish him any data concerning the matter 
HP about which he wrote, Leggett being furnished copy of*-6/l^/69 
*ga§ article from the Evening Star mentioned above. 

m Enclosure^—^. 7-J-6? * , jk/ t 1969 £ 
Ml 100-106670 >, jJ V 100-10667 

....... 4''•i y':~v,\‘1 'l-7 • 
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Honorable H. R. Orow 
Houee ot Representative# ^ 
WaAlngtoe, ®» C, MU* ••’ --- stu 

K? dear Caegreumaa:_. .." 

- Tour latter of June 19, KM, to : 
bMD nuMl TeT . 

-- WhileI certainly appreciate your 
Interest la Oil* natter, other than the enclosed copies -r«t 
•f im articles, tt U not possible for me to fend* "teg* >11E*“ 

mo injr fetaconcerning the matter about which you wrote. 
I am aur# that you will understand the reaeone which 
preclude my being of asslatance to you to thie tortance. 

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED v 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED > 
^ATEada^LBYse-wdiw.^ 
fly f 

MAILED 10 

JUN241969 

ftaeml/ yw% 

J. Edgar Hoover 
COMM-FBI 

&> 
ClaimsKennedy OKdTapping of Dr.King's Phont^Eventag Star, 

"King Wiretap Called RFK's Idea" (Evening Star, 6/19/69) 
V ’ • - 

1 - Mr. DeLoach (sent with cover memo) / 
1 - Mr. Sullivan (sent with cover memo) \/ 
1 - Mr. Gale (sent with cover memo) 1 

1 - Mr. M. A. Jones (sent with cover memo) $ \0/^ 

Vote: See T.E. Bishop to Mr. DeLoach memo dated 6/23^69 re 
pj*Martin Luther King, Jr., Security Matter-Communi^.^,,^^ 

M&ttOPT »* ^ ili 
MAIL ROOwO TELETYPE UNIT □ 
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>1. R. GROSS 

„ yrfIVVteA 

houcz orrtci auiLOtw 

WATWLOO. IOWA 

Congrcgg of tf)t ® nftcb fetateg 
$ou*r of 3Uprt*entattbe* 

Washington, 9.C. 20515 
JMtUNPY 

June 19, 196S 

Hr. J. Edgar Hoover 
Director 
Federal Bureau of Investigation 
Department of Justice 
Washington, D.C. 

Dear Mr. Hoover: 

Mr- Callahan—r 
Mr. CoTijad... 
Mr. Feltf 
Mr. Gpi 

m^m 

DATE ULifU 
Gol* 

i 

I have become Increasingly concerned in the past few days, as T 
certain you have, over certain attacks on both yourself and the 
Federal Bureau of Investigation over the matter^of the wiretap sur¬ 
veillance involving the late Dr. Martin Luther^King, Jr. 

As you know, it is now a matter of public record that summaries of 
certain conversations between this individual and one of the most 
Influential members of the Communist Party, U.S.A., were provided 
by you some time ago to members of a House Appropriations Subcom¬ 
mittee. 

Further, it has been reported in the press that this communist par 
^ member was one of Dr. King's speech writers and chief advisors. 

€ ^ 6 
* \*> In addition, it is now known that the late Attorney General Robert 

F. Kennedy personally authorized this wiretap surveillance and that 
^ his successor, former Attorney General Nicholas deB. Katzenbach has 

■> '>rJ * also stated that he officially knew of the surveillance. 

$ 
^ * am, therefore, convinced beyond any doubt that, since this informs-^ 

S} tlon Is now in the public domain, thaf since the American people ^ 
_\ K atrc onnayanfl w Vioon of iron b iff n nf ofiiro TV*~ V-J no ® cj l-mia 

<S 

IS. 
YC.: 
W: 

n. 
_#,N 

have apparently been given a distorted picture of Dr. King s true 
purposes and activities, and that since the attacks upon the good 
iname of the FBI are based in large part on that picture, a more com-*!/1 
jplete accounting of this man's activities is due the citizens of fr\/ 
|this nation and would most definit^J^ be in the national interest* -i 

o> 

wc i.11 LUC UaLJ.UUdX XULCJLCOti |/v -J 

«s£L -3^ 
e it if you would'confirm, in as much 

-■" Dr. King was 
s of the com- 

Accordingly, I would appreciate^ 
detail as possible, that the wiretap surveillance of Dr. King was 
occasioned by his association with one or more members of the com- (f ^ 
raunist party. 

-■ - s 
22 JUL 16 1969 



Mr. j. Edgar Hoover -Page Two- * June 19, 1969 

Concerning approval of this surveillance, would you describe the 
occasion on which such approval was requested and received? My 
understanding is that a conference was held involving yourself, 
an aide, Mr. Kennedy and Mr. Katzenbach. Is this correct? 

P 
would also appreciate any facts you deem appropriate to give to 

e that demonstrate the extent to which Dr. King may have dealt 
ith a member or members of the communist party. 

With kindest personal regards 

HRG/dj 
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July 8, 1868 

dcago, Illinois 60653 

'Dear! 

Toloon _ 
D* Loach . 

Coupon _ 
Conrad _ 
Fait- 

Sullivan . 

I Tola. Room - 

__ J pMjfUn^ 

In reply to your tetter which I recelved^Tjuly^d, 

Information contained in our files must be maintained as confidential 

in accordance with regulations of the Department of Justice. I am, 
/ 

however, enclosing some material concerning the work of the FBI 

In the field of Civil Rights which I hope will be helpful to you. 

81ncerely yours, 

J. Edgar Hoov* \ 

Libertie 
Enclosures (2) The Federal Bureau of Investigation: The Protector of Civil / 
The FBI... Guardian of Civil Rights 
NOTE: Bufiles contain no information identifiable with correspondent. 
Zip code per National Zip Code Directory. 

ALA:vdd 

I'M 

"" b tS40bl h.fct 

1 

type wrr L„.J 
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* 'Mix': - 

m. J. SDOiK 10070 
or? 1C* OF Ttl DIRK TOT 
FKD0AL BDRJUD OF IIYBTIGTIO* 
fiSIIlGTOl *K- P»C* 

PJUR MR. 1OOT01 

ALL INFORMATION Cu.viniNp 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
r>ATCi.i‘lP» RV<i^/iArf/^L 
un 11- ** ’ y ^ * -»*———•—— 

(r cD b 

ft frr~T, tJ /7^'fl ■ '/ >W/£- . 

n urdkrstard tut nrJJ.nun coxpmt* mport o« xariir wnu 

KIVO AID HI unfctfkrgffi A&JS AiitlADT mTIIw TO SSUixlS x»* RiFOTT. IT IAS BSX1 — a 

V) 1IS BUT DID IS RESFOSIBU MR XAHT OF BE CIA0T1C WtolTIOB TUT XU8T ICOAI . 

OUT RS SITUS WAS A C0XXUEI8T OR CCUXURUT STXBATEIUR. I IXAGIB BUT TIE CCU PISTE 

EXPORT WIU BE KADI PUBLIC VBT SOOW AID I Till* BAT IVBT AMBICAI IS RHTITUD TO 001 

BS FACS. I BS DIETS SVSX Tit REACTIOHARHS WIU. TO SOW IXTXHT R1SVAL0ATI TISIE COURSE 

WISH BS FACTS ARS WADS CHAR. 

I BELOBS TO AW CRGAH12ATI0R RSPRSSSRTII8 OVB 1.600,000. PBOPLS AID I FBI. 

T1A.T SCUt OF IT COLLSASUB ARS SSTIUSD TO DIOR TES TRUB. I WOUID AUO STRORttll BELIEVE 

BAT SOUB OR IATB, OB CRGAWltATIOI IUST TAB A STAID 01 CIVIL DISORDBS, II COSJURCI- 

101 1 AX AUO UQUBTXWS IS1PUCATI COPISS OF TU REPORT OR N.L. KUO. I WOUID AUO U0 

TO OKU WCU OUR ORGAHllATIOI SQUATS ITSSU TO BS CIVIL RIGRTS X0VBIKT II OSREEAL. 

WAT WE AUO TAB Till OFPORTUWITT TO BARK TOU. AS RILL AS TRUSTIRO TEAT RE KAIL RCCSIV. 

TU AFORSWRTIORSD DOCUIERTS 11 TIE VBT BAR FUTURE. IWAIHEO TOU. 1 AX, 
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Bostwlck, Georgia 90333 

July I, IMS ■ 

/■; 4 _ %U4d A*-*-INFORMATION6ui«iAii^tu 
ffPC 3$ /o^J-/o^(^70- VT HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED — 

DATE>ilii3_BYS£!Li£!iuL 
J t«t7fr 

—... '— b7 Lt) 

fa reply to the Inquiry fa your tetter of July 1st, with 

enclosure, I can assure yon that I hare never made any statement to 

the effect that Martin Luther King, Jr., was a communist or Marxist 

Information such as this, whether mbstantlatod or not, cannot be 

released beouse of a Department of Justice order regarding all matters 

of a confidential nature. 

HAILED 22 

JUL8-1969 

Sincerely yoora, 
J. Edgtr Hoevaf 

comm-fbi I 

NOTE: Based upon available information, correspondent is not 
identifiable in Buflles. Correspondent’s stamped, self-addressed 
envelope being utilized in reply. 

LMGikas (3) 

f4V 

Lb. 

6£ C.D bEVUlKL* 

V ? S' ,, if V5 

», i 

:^&5JULt- .ETYPE UNIT CU 

f ¥1- 



BOSTWICK, GEORGIA 30623 

July 1, 1969 

Mr. 'Poison 
Mr. Del/acr 
Mr. Mohr. 
Mr. 
Mr. Ca per 
Mr. Cal.a1.a:. 
Mr. Comad 
Mr. Felt_ 
Mr. Gale_ 
Mr. Rosen— 
Mr. Sullivan 
Mr. Tavel — 
Mr. Trottcr.- 

. Room— 
Holmes 

Miss Gacdy- 

J, Edgar Hoover 
c/o Federal Bureau of 

Investigation 
9th Street and Pennsylvania Ave. 

Washington, D.C. 

Dear Nr. Hooveri 

I am pastor of a Methodist church in North 
Georgia. Recently in a Sunday School discussion 
a member of our church quoted you as saying in a 
speech and also In a newspaper article that,. "Ka_rtln 
Luther^Ting, Jr. was a communist and Marxist." 
Several of' the" adults including myself question 
this statement. To clarify even further the issue 
I am writing you to see if you acutally said this 

of Dr. King. 

Thank you In advance for your cooperation. 

In His Service, 

lb 7 Cy 

ALL IrlrUKMATlON CONTAINtU 
herein is unclassified 
nATE^W^- §^0 

REC is JOL 8 B69 
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UNITED STATES G\/ERNMENT 

' Memorandum 
TO : Mr. V. C. Sulliv4fi ^ 

FROM : G. C. Moor 

o 
subject: MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR. 

SECURITY MATTER - COMMUNIST 

/ © 

* Golf _ 

6,25,69 rtJ/ 

1A 

Ak 

S * 

Pursuant to Mr. Tolsori's instructions, the document 
entitled "Communism and the Negro Movement - A Current Analysis11 
(the Director’s copy is attached), has been reviewed. This 
document was furnished to Carl T. Rowan by cover letter dated 
December 7^ 1964, when Rowan was Director of the U.S. Information 

)Agency. The document has been reviewed for elaboration on the 
facts set forth therein and the documentation for the information 
has been set forth. / 

As mentioned above, the Director’s copy of the / 
document sent to Rowan on December 7, 1964, is attached. The 
second document*which is enclosed contains a listing by page 
and paragraph number of the information set forth in the 
document. At the top of each page there has been set forth 
information which appeared in the original document. This data 
is underlined. Thereafter on each page, where appropriate, 
there is set forth an elaboration of the facts involved and 
documentation showing where the information involved may be 
found in our files and sources involved. 
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Introduction 

The racial unrest in the United States Id currently the 
target for a determined concentration of communist effort. 
Communists are using every meon3 possible to divert the course and 
force of tho unrest into support of communist objectives. 
Long-range communist strategy looks to the establishment of a 
Kegro-labor coalition which the communists hope to be able to 
manipulate as a powerful political-action weapon. Using this 
weapon, they aim to provoke class struggle and pronote legislation 
which can serve no a step toward a communist system of government. 

At first glance, the communist goal may seem unrealistic. 
But it develops realistic potential when ell aspects of current 
communist tectics being used in connection with the current racial 
situation ore viewed in their totality, Here, it constitutes a 
national security problem in light of the foot that the individual 
playing a most dominant role as a leading spokesman for the 
estimated 20 million Negroes in this country has knowingly, 
willingly, and regularly cooperated with and taken guidance from 
communists. This individual—Ikirtin Lutber King—has used the 
communists and, in turn, has been used by them in an alliance 
that could have serious consequences both for the Negro movement 
end this NationS&A 

Eend in Bnnd 

In King’s rise to national prominence since his leadership 
of the bus boycott by Negroes in Hontgomery, Alabama, in 1056, he 
has been closely allied with communist?*. He has shown not only a 
willingness but even an eagerness to accept communist aid, to 
support coismuniet causes, to associate and confer with prominent 
cotiaaniet leaders, and to work cloEely with and rely upon the advice 
and guidance of dedicated communists with concealed affiliations, 
despite* tho fact that they have been identified reliably to him as 

such, S3 

Since 1956, coniminists close to King have blended their 
actions skillfully into his organization, the Southern Christian 
Leadership Conference (SCLC), and have done so clearly with his 
approval 

^rtfCRE? 
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A dedicated Cezrranist ]Jj[] . 

One of the individuals, fox* esaupl©# who have greatly 
facilitated King*© rise to pronincaco in rocont years is 
Stanley David Davison. Ostensibly only a Kor; York City attorney 
and successful busine3snan vho-hss been helping Kins, bo rlso is a 
shrewd, dedicated comunist and is known as such by Uinc.fcarA 

isigd 

Alliance with Klnq 

Dovisoa gravitated to l&irtia Luther King’s organisation in 
19 EG and ansiled equal dedication in support of King’s activities. 
Ha quickly"developed a close personal relationship with King. Dy 
19G3, ho vds ref erred to as King’s 11 Assistant Chief” and was dose rib. 
os a real-estate nan who spent half his tico helping King. In 19G1, 
ho was Assistant Treasurer of tho SCLC. 

In his support of King’s activities since 19GG, Levison 
ha3 expended prodigious efforts in King’s behalf. Ho has actively 
involved hinself in fund-raising drives for King, served as his 
legal counsel iu certain rentiers, cuggdhtod speech natorial for bin, 
discussed with King desonstratio:i3 in which King was involved, 
guided his in regard to acceptance or rejection of various public 
appearances and speaking cocriifciontG, and holped hlawith natters 
related to articles and books King has prepared*j£fj 

"The Tine Is Now** 

Dcvison also played n role in the evolvo^cnt of plans 
that led to the March on Washington on August 23 # 1963. 

rbri,/ 
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Jones, in discussing Levison with King, usually refers to Levison 
as "our friend." On Ceptoraber 29, 1DG4, Jones again *aet with 
Lovison at the latter’s office, The cubjoct was business relating 

I to the ECLC. On October 30, 1964, plans were underway for a 
personal meetleg of Kins and Jones with Lovison which was to take 
place in the tear future in Atlanta, Georgia. In preparation for 
this neeting, Jones told King to think about vhat role Levison 
could play in the future, adding that Levison had been helpful 
in tho past. On November 24, 1234, King contested Jones and 
asked that Jones and Levison, atong others, submit five-aainute 
speeches which King could uso in accepting the Kobol Peace Prize, 

lKing would select the best material fron those speeches, rV'J 

There are two inportant points that should be noted in 
connection with O’Dell's gravitation to King's Kovcneat. Early in 
1960, it was learned that efforts were being nade by the Party to 
get O’Pell into a special typo of activity. About the eseo tine, 
a Party official stated that the Party was in a position to place 
people fu Partin Luther King’s organisation, tho CCLC. Subsequently, 
in 1961, O'Dell wa3 cusdo adninistrator of the SCLC’e Hew York 
office. In addition, two other Party members, Hazel Cray and 

, Loretta Pauker, worked there under O’Dell nt one tine or another. 

Activities Dlcndod 

The operations cf tho CCLC'e Key York Office illustrate 
how ccmranlste blended their activities into support of King. A 
tiajor function of tho office is the solicitation of funds for King 
through letters nailed out over hio signature. It appears, for 
example, that the nailing list for one such solicitation was that 
used by tho publishers of tho "Rational Guardian," a weekly 
publication which has beea cited es "a virtual official propaganda 

rarm of Soviet Russia," 



Twofold Purpose 

O'Dell's F::posure ^ 

An opportunity for the. communists to put O'Dell directly 
on the scene permanently in regard to the* voter registration drive 
arose In June, 1932, when King mentioned to Lev Ison that ho was 
thinking of adding an administrative assistant to hih staff. 
Lcvison recommended O'Dell, who was still serving as head of the 
gCLC'e New York office, and King said he liked the idea. It is 
clear that, at the time, King was well aware of O’Dell's communisi 
affiliations/^! 

Subsequent to Levison's proposal* O'Dell went to Atl&nt; 
I to work for the ECLC and used the name J, H. O'Dell. But in 
]October, 1962, several newspaper articles exposed his connection 
[with the SCLC and his communist affiliations, 

■war. nr>o*rErj-i wt\ 
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KIe^o Reaction 

King reacted by trying to nlnipilzo Q'Doll'e rolo 
vith the BCLC. Ho said moat of 0*1)011*3 work had boon in 
tho Forth and simply involved railing procedures. Ho also 
triod tc imply ignorance of any communist affiliations on 
the part of O'Dell and stated that O'Dell had temporarily 

• resigned pending an SCLC inquiry into tho matter. 

C'Dell's ’’temporary resignation" consisted of his 
return to Few York, vhoro he continued to operate out of the 
BCLC'c office, no regained there until July, 10G3, vhon King 
advised hin his "temporary resignation” was bo ins nede 
permanent, not, as King pat it, because tho SOhC inquiry 
had disclosed any present connections between Q'Doll and tho 

,CirJ3£ but because of tho actional public response?. 

reluctant Action - 

Yet it is hiwa that, prior to bis action in naking 
0'boll's resignation permanent, Kins rot only had indicated 
bo knew of 0*2011 *c communist affiliations but actually 
had rocoived information on two separate occasions frea 
unimpeachable sources that 0*2011 was definitely a communist. 
In fact, it can bo said that Kirs took action on 0*Poll 
reluctantly and only after bo.ins urged to do go most urgently 
and emphatically by high lovol and again, unimpeachable 
authority. In addition, even after O'Dell's "permanent rc3igna~ 
tion" vas accepted, he is known to havo transacted business 
for the BCLC later the same month and thoro is evidence , 
that Kins continues to roly on O'Dell for assistance. In 
February, lCGd, King accepted as a "wonderful suggestion9' a 
proposal by O'Dell that O'ltoll prepare a letter to bo 
distributed over King's signature relating to King's 
appointment as chairman of an ad hoc committee to defend 
a group of integration leaders who woro under indictment 
by the JusticQ Department for having perjured themselves 
before a Federal Grand Jury. O'Dell furnished King with a 
craft cf tho proposed Ic-ttor which was then prepared in 
tho Spring of ?.9G4 for mas3 distribution on SCI£ stationery . 
and bearing tho purported signature of King. (2) v 



Bayard Rustin 
' P 

Another of King's key advisors ie Bayard Rustin vho at 
one - time was Assistant Secretary of the SCLC* King 
to let P.u3tin go because they _Btarted_h3Vingjgroblep^JJ^^J| 
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Kin r*c Attraction for Coauunicra 

l Two other aides of King nro Cordy T, Vivian, Director of 
I Affiliates of tha SCLC, and Pandolph Blackwell* 5CIC Program 
| Coordinator* Both these individuals aro terror aethers of the CPUSA. 
' .' . . . (5) 
Kitg^s “G^oet Uriters" 

I During the latter, part ©f 1CG3 and early 1064, Eicg 
\ frequently conferred with Lovison aud Jones concerning a bach which 
juus t>3i&g written by King* Bath lev icon and Joaos were consulted cn 
la nuubor of occasions regarding the coat oat of this bco!; and actively 
participated la cegotiaticDS with the publishers regarding the booh. 
This booh, which was entitled "V/lxy To CaaU Eait” was published in 
Juno, IS54. In tbr> Sanwor of 1504, King began negotiations with 
"The Saturday Eycnicg Post” coacernit^ the publication of an article 
which would carry Kieg as the anther* Bustia told a group of 
associates that vhe article was, in fact, written by Janes, end Exit; 
did not even read iko article before giving the "Post71 per emission to 
go ahead with its publication# This article, entitled "Ucgrces Are 
Eot Having Too rest” Appeared in the Eeveabor V, 1524, issue c£ the 
^Pcst.** In Eovcsfcer, iSS4f Eachtol wrote rui article for Eing 

j entitled "Locking Ahead” which was to bo turned over to the ”Eew Tech 
LEcrald VrJbuno” by \T&chtol after receiving King's approval* f6) 

Dci_ooch_L 
Cosper-I 
Collohan .jL 
Conrad _ / 
Evans' } 

. Kings His Personal Conduct 4- . e* 
Supplementing the picture of King as as unprincipled man 

is bis role as a eiougyuau* Ho seeks rofugo is this ro?.c when 
r-pressed concerning his relationship with cozcronlsts* Cn one 

occasion, for ©sample, he tras asked by reporters if he took orders fro 
~rtho ©omiruxiists and also whether fco took them frora Stanley Lsvison. 
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BERNARD S. LEE V. CLARENCE M. KELLEY, ET AL 
(U.S.D.C, D.C.) CIVIL ACTION NUMBER 76-11S5 

SOUTHERN CHRISTIAN LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE (SC 
V. CLARENCE M. KELLY, ET AL (U.S.D.C., D.C.) 
CIVIL ACTION NUMBER 76-1186 • ' 

pulled from this lile 
under court order of U.S. District Judge John Lewis 
Smith, Jr., 'md sent to National Archives. 
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RE: BERNiRD S*. LEE VS. CLARENCE M. KELLEY, ET AL. 

(U.S.D.C.,D.C.) CIVIL ACTION NUMBER 76-1185 

SOUTHER ! CHRISTIAN LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE (SCLC) 
VS. CLARENCE M. KELLEY, ET AL (U.S.D.C., D.C.) 
CIVIL ACTION NUMBER 76-1186 

t 

-JVrfCUf'' 
.SvSML* *T pulled from this file under court order 
of U,S. District Judge John Lewis Smith, Jr., and 
sent to National Archives. 

Direct CPDSA Involvement ; ... ....... ^ ^.** 
Philo the coEinuniBts fire concentrcting heavily on ^ 

Kortln Luther King, they arc not Ignoring the other Negro lcadcrd 
and the organizations active In the integration movement, * 
Through the years, such organisations have been a constant target 
for communist-infiltration efforts. 

In February, 1£64, national Party functionary, 
Hyman Luner, told a Party school that the Party*© fight for 
equality is a fight against monopoly capital, and the fight for 
democratic rights.Xor the Kegro becomes a fight which is part of 
ice whole "antimonopoly struggle** within tho United States. 
According to Luner, the Negro struggle and the peace etrugglo fall 
within the class struggle so, for Uarxlsis, the class struggle 
remains the .underlying baric question with full equality and 
•Monocracy" the goal of the struggle, Ao the Party's General 
Secretary. Gus Ball, has sold "Jin Crow can be dealt with only by 
dealing with cepltalisn," The Party's National Negro Commission 
Chairman told the Concession in February, 1£>S4, that the Party 
bust wage an all-out fight for tbe Civil Bights Dill through 
pressure on the Congress and, iz necessary, through direct action 
such ae demonetrationo and marches. In April, 1S34, the Party's 
Legislative Director. Arnold Johnson, stated that it was definitely 
truo that tho Party is in tbe current civil rights movement, but 
because of tbe hysteria of tbe news media and opposition by tbe 
Government, it van not feasible to publicize tbe assistance the 
Party is giving to this Movement. Currently, Party instructions 
are that Party members, in numbers, should attend a national 
conference of top Negro leaders scheduled for January, 1965./Q 
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Violence Hinted 

The frightening truth of the communist involvement is 
illustrated by consents made at a t!ay, 19G4, neeting of the 
Party's National Negro Cocnicsion by one of the Party's 
national functionaries who said that a total revolution is 
in the process of development and that no one can predict 
whether the reactionaries in the United States will drive 
this country into a bloody, sacrificial conflict In order to 
prolong the hour of their ultimate defeat. In this statement 
we see not only a hint at possible violence,, but coupled with 
it the Party's advance charge of placing the blame elsewhere. 

(9) 
Party Eccruitnent Planned 

The Party's involvecont in the racial situation is 
intended to also serve in the all-inportant task of rocruitment 
In early June, 1964, the Party's national headquarters proposed 
that headquarters b© opened in oajor cities for the purpose of 
holding forums. The objective, as explained by a Party 
functionary, is to organise special study group3 designed to 
exploit sincere civil rights workers and attempt to recruit 
them Into the Party. (10) 

Comann1at In Action 
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Ain to Heighten Tension • * ;j ‘ ^^ ' V .:• ;; f ■ 

In short, tho CPUDA's prinary purposo baa boon to 
add fuel to tho firo at the local level to keep the racial - 
uurost at fever pitch at tho national level, wfccro tho Party 
hopes to derive its greatest benefit through such ir^ortant 
channels as Uartin Luthor King, - ;g\ ■■ 

At the intorniodiato level, the Party continues to .. 
utilise its other tcol3 of propaganda and agitation to bring as 
much pressure as possible to bear on the over-all situation. Party 
newspapers and Party-sponsorod publications pour out propaganda 
aimed at heightening the tensions. CosTvaniert front organ in at ions 
originate and circulate leaflets, circulars, and petitions, 
and bombard Congress and tho President with letters and tele- ■ 
grama demanding action of ono sort or another. 

Conclusion 

r 

j 

It is evident froa tho facts presented that Her tin Luther 
King constitutes a security problem to this Hat ion. It is equally 
evident that tho !?cgra pooplo, doss 23 million strong, oro not 
av;aro either ol King's security liability or o? his personal 

I debauchery. If they were aware, it is not likely that they would 
I bo giving to bin tho support that ho now ha3. At this tine, tho 
overwhelming majority-of tho Kegro pooplo have successfully 
resisted co;izauisa and this is to their distinct credit. Under 
King’s leadership, will this condition bo changed? This is the 
serious question vhich oast bo faced realistically. Tho ITegro 
people aro certainly entitled to all civil rights enjoyed by 
white people. Can their legitimate aspirations and efforts in 
this direction bo separated permanently fron corurauica? It is 
believed this can bo done if objectivity is pursued and tho facts 
known acted upon constructively. 
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